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Abstract 
Twentieth century criticism or Sir John Falstar~ can be 
-divided rather neatly into classes or schools of opinion. 
A. c. Bradley and the Romantics lead the charge into the new 
era by insisting that Maurice Morgann was right all along, 
and that Sir John is not a coward. The Romantics like 
Falstaff so well that they contend he is actually the hero 
o:f the drama, and that the Prince, Hotspur, the !'~ing, etc. 
are mere puppets by comparison. Falstaff is so f'll~e(j with 
vitality that he is "alive," and being so, he takes cor"":::n"nd 
or the action. Shakespeare himself loses control as Sir 
John struts about the stage, and try as he might, Shakespeare 
never convinces us that Sir John is rejectable. 
The psychoanalysts also believe that Falstaff is alive. 
His tremendous wit comes from a human, sensitive, hyperactive 
mind. Ernst Kris, J. I. M. Stewart, Philip \1lilliams, etc. 
think there is a close tie between the tavern life of Sir 
John and the courtly life of Henry IV. Both Falstaff and 
Henry act as rathers to the Prince, and both are unacceptable 
to him. 
The historical critics insist that Falstaff be studied 
in relation to Elizabethan time and custom. Lily B. Campbell 
and others see Falsta:ff as a composite type of' the s ixteentb. 
century army o~ricer. Moat of his actions in the hi3tory 
.. plays can be explained by conditions of Shakespeare 1 s own day. 
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E. E. Stoll and the traditionalists believe that Sir 
John is a copy of the conventional braggart clown or rr.il.es 
gloriosus. All his actions were commonplace on the stage 
2 
of the times, and the Elizabethans, fami1i2 .. y» 1.·Iith the type, 
would not have been concerned over the rejection. Falsta~f 
was created ror comedy, and dramatic or psychological consis-.. 
tency were not factors in his development. 
J. D. Wilson has become the spokesman for a group that 
thinks the Henrx IV plays structurally follow the pE"'!.ttern 
established by the medieval morality play. Falstaff is seen 
v~riously as Vice, Gluttony, Sloth, Vanity, 
struggles with the Lord Chief Justice for nossesslon of ... 
Prince's soul. The Prince, the true hero of the action, , 
He 
the 
rinally makes the correct decision and Sir John is spirited 
of'f' to ''hell." 
The mythic critics, led by Northrop Frye and c. L. 
Barber, see Falstaff as king or the underworld of Saturnalia. 
His eati·ng .and drinking are intentionall:.~ e:.:a .. ;7";'·t::;rated because 
Sir John has been singled out as a sacri:ficial. 't)east. The 
Prince 11kills 11 him to get rid of the bad luck in the kingdom 
and to restore rertility to the land. 
Finally, some new directions in twentieth century crit-
icism are established by those critics who insist tt1r1t more 
attention be paid to such things as language, theatrical 
history, and actual stage performance. Some feel that 
Falstarf is intentionly ambiguous, that Shakespeare is 
I 
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leaving it up to us to decide how we will interpret Sir John. 
The newest trend, followed by Traversi, is a multiple approach 
which involves using various ~indings and suggestions of the 
earlier critics where they best apply to the situation. 
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Introduction 
Shakespeare's most famous comic character, Sir John 
Fvstaf'.f, has inspired some of the finest -and some of th.e 
most controversial- Shakespearean critic ism. Wi tho·.1t, 
attempting to cast value judgements on individi.1al ef_forts, 
this paper examines Fals taffian critic ism r·rom the dn te that A. c. Bradley first delivered his famous lect 1.1re nr::he Ttt=1jec-
tion of Falstarr" to the present, or roughly f~rom 1909 to 1970. The criticism or Falstaff is probably an accurate. 
indication of' trends in Shakespearean criticism as a. whole, 
and many of the problems discussed are C r ., 1 c "'1.· a· 1 t o t ·n i::i- c. n t- 1 .,... e .,..,._ . - '-' _,.. . ._.. ..._ .., V ...., ...._ 
rield of dramatic interpretation. 
Falstaff as a dramatic convention, 
For instance, do we regard 
11 tt as prose poetry, or as a 
real man? Must we know what the Elizabetha.ris kne\..; t1nd ·:1{1-
lieved to understand Falstaff, or can we judge Shakespeare's 
creation on modern terms? When \-le critlcise the pla.~r, do we 
criticise the written text or the actual stake 1..-,· 
These questions and many more are entangled in the arfp1ments 
over Falstaff and th~ plays in which he is involved. 
A majority of the critical worl{s investig:,ated fall into 
what can be considered "schools of criticism", and this pa.per is structured on three basic groupings: the Romantic-os~cho-~ " logical schools, the historical-traditional schools, and the 
morality-mythic schools. The final char-',ter, "l~ew Directions,• 
is a review of' what I believe are some of the "new 11 trenr1s in 
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Falsta~rian criticism. 
Since Falstaff' is such a popular rigure f'or critics 
{second only to Hamle~), most interpretations try to account 
for his success and his ability to stimulate The c ommen tar,,. • ... 
critics' .findings help us to understand what Sir John himself 
is made o:f, his relationship to the chara.~ters aroun::i. him, 
and the importance of the stage conventions and devices of 
h.is age. 
' 
' 
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Romantic and Psychological Schools or Criticism 
Idolized by the Romantic critics, Sir John Falstaff 
begins the twentieth century as the hero of the ~-ienr~..- IV 
plays. He rises up and takes over the action, leavinE Prince 
Hal a sel:fish prig and Hotspur a deflnted windbag. Sir John 
is not merely a drama.tic character, but e .. lso a rea}_ ma.'rl. He 
represent~ lire, the essence or living, and therefore is 
alive througn centuries of mortal man. As man, falstaff has 
·human strengths and an abundance of human weaknesses. 
man, Falstar:r has a past as well as a future. 
As 
Falstarf's most profound Romantic spokesman in the 
modern era is A. C. Bradley. In his .famous lee ture ''The 
Rejection .of Falstaff'"l Bradley paints a vivid Dict11re or 
Falstaff's love and loyalty to the Prince. He rides .., aay 
and night upon hearing of the Prince 1 s accession and thinks .. 
or nothing but the chance to see Henry. So concerned is he 
to get there on time, that he neglects to buy nes:,,1 live.r"ies 
f'or his men. "This poor show only proves his es.rnestness or 
affection," says Bradley (p. 249). His concerns are not 
se.l;fish, he wants to praise the Prince and rc~~-rs.r·i his friends. 
The rejection follows, and Falstaff is shuttled orf to the 
Fleet. 
How do we reel about this? asks Bradley. "Ir we have 
keenly enjoyed the Falstaff scenes ••• as Shakespeare sure~ 
6 
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ly meant them to be enjoyed, and if accordingly, Falstaff, is 
not to us solely or even chiefly a reprobate ancJ ruf .f ian, we 
f'eel ••• during the King's speech, a good deal o.f pain an,d 
some resentment ••• " (p. 2.51). When the Prince "rJccomes king 
-we expect him ~o reform, but he has no right to call !;1a.ls tr1 •"f 
his "misleader." He told us in his soliloquy that his asso-
ciation with Sir John and the others was tem}JC1rnr~r, and 
throughout he appears strong and independent. In honor, the 
Prince should have warned Falstaff that some day their rela-• 
tionship would end. We know that it shoul:1 end, sa:,ts Bradley., 
and ''we wish nothing else," but the new l{ing nco~.:,1:i r1a.~1e 
communicated his decision, and Falstaff coul(l have accepted 
it, in a private interview rich in humor and merely touched 
with pathos" (p. 253). 
Technically, what has happened is that Shakespeare "over-
shot his mark" in the Falstaff scenes, argues Bra,Jley. 
~Falstarf is just too likable-. We are happy because Falstaf:f 
himself is happy and entirely at his ease. He is a man of . 
. 
I genius, free, because he reduces anything serious to abs1J.rdi ty 
through wit and humor. Further, he "is neither a liar nor a 
coward in the usual sense, like the typical cowardly boaster 
or comedy. He tells his lies either for their 01-1n i1u:r;o11r, or 
.on purpose to get himself into a difficulty. 
pacts to be believed, perhaps never" (p. 264). 
He rarelv ex-..., 
When "he 
turns two men in buckram into four, and then s e11en, and then 
nine, and then eleven," he does not expect to be believed, 
·, . 
. 
·,":' 
• 
8 
just as he did not expect to be believed about killing Hotspur. And "that Falstaff sometimes behaves in what we 
· should generally call a cowardly way is certnin; but that does not show that he was a coward; and if the wor"'ci :"":en.r_s 
a person who feels painful fear in the presence of dnn;.:~er, 
and yields to that fear in spite of his better fe~?lings and ;, 
convictions, then assuredly Falstaff \.-Ias r1.o co~.-1£1:'n. The 
stock bully and boaster of comedy is one, but not Falstaf'f" (p. 266). 
At this point, Bradley reiterates Maurice Morgann's 
argument that Falstaff stood well in the report 
:fame. " 2 ~his fame is found in the observations made ·cy his peers, but more important, it is repe2.::cr_-11-:r seen in the 
action of the drama. The Prince provides Sir John .. ,.rJ..th a 
change of foot, something he i.-Jot1l.d not have done 1:f I?al.s taf~' s reputation were not credible.. A dozen captains rt:.n abo,1t London nbare headed, sweating, :V.nocl{ing r1t the taverns, and 
asking everyone f'or Sir John Falstaff," and this in:Jtc.rt:,~s 
that Falstaff's military opinion ,~as of value. Falstaff' is included in Lord Bardolph' s erroneous repc,rt of impor,.tant personages involved in the Battle of St1re\·:s~e: 11ry, ar:d. C~o:e-
ville or the Dale, a soldier of fame, su.rrenders to Sir John Falstaf'f without a .fight. Furtr1er, Fals ta.ff' leads his 
''hundred and :fit'ty rag-a-muff ins u to 1-1here tr-:.e:r are peppered. His presence with the royal family in the scene in wh.~.ch 
Worcester is received and given o:ffers of peace, could on.ly 
,I 
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9 
be as a result of' an established rame and military reputation. 
As far as running av-1ay at Gadshill goes, "natt1ra1::y he avoid-
ed death when he could do so without a rt1inol1s 1.oss of reou-
• tation, and {observe) with the satisfacticn of 
colossal practical joke •••. Any man who had risen superior 
to all serious motives would have run away. But it does not 
rollow that he would run from mere fear, or be, in the ordi-
nary sense, a cov:iard11 (p. 268). 
Bradley contends that a close study of the Prince, on the 
other hand, reveals that he, like his father, is ready to use 
other people for his own means. He does not co-:nn:it ~'lis 
af'fections to anyone. His speech over the suppose cl corpse 
of' Fals ta:rr reveals little more than a lil{ing, and through.-
out the histori cycle it is evident that the members of 
Henry's :family love one another, "but they cannot spare 
love for anyone outside their family" (p. 258). Thus, we 
should not be surprised at the rejection because it is right 
in line with the Prince's character. 
Bradley, again rollowing the lead of Morgann,3 sees 
Shakespeare attempting a gradual change in our feelings, ''to 
tinge the humorous atmosphere more and more deepl~r ,,.;i tt1 
seriousness," in g Henry IV. Shakespeare deliberately sep .. 
arates the Prince and Falstaff in this part, and shows a 
great deal more or Sir John's unpleasant side. I-Ie is mt1ch 
more the rurfian, the lecher, the "heartless des tr~oyez,." 
Just bef'ore the rejection "we find Mrs. Quickly and Doll 
. :: . 
~-
10 
arrested f'or being concerned in the death of one man. 
• • 
and the dangerousness of' Falsta.ff is emphasized in his last 
words as he hurries f'rom Shallow's house to London: 
take any man's horses; the laws of' England. are at my command-
'let us 
ment. Happy are they which have been my friends., and woe 
unto my Lord Chief' Justice' 11 (p. 272). 
. 
rail. 
But Bradley contends that all of' these dramatic devices 
"They f'ail to change our attitude of 1 
n11mot1r 
of' seriousness, and our sympathy into repulsion." 
Sl1ake s Pe are 
.. 
"overreached himself'" was "caught up on the wine of his own 
genius, and carried so f'ar that he could not riescend to earth 
at the selected spot" (p •. 273). 
* 
The idea that Shakespeare !'ailed to make a smooth 
transition f'rom g Henrx IV to Henrx y, that the rejection 
of' Falsta.f.f leaves us with mixed emotions towards the young 
King, has received much support in the twentieth cent1.1ry. 
J.B. Priestly gives the most emphatic expression of' this 
theory in his essay "What Happened to Falstarr. 114 
Priestly contends that "unless we are ready, at the end 
of' the second part of' Henr::z: IV, to join in the chcerinr :'or 
the new young li;ing, soon to be the all-conquering hero of the 
play o.f Henr::z: y, something will have gone badly wrong. And 
as we know, it did go wrong" (p. 27J). Shakcsp":are•s crea-
tive genius took over, 11 the successful man o:f the thent:er, 
the planner or a series o.f plays about English kings, was 
--===-~-~-........... 1111111111 ___ -~-_ 11!111111 ______111!!1!!1 _____ !111!1!!1!1! __ 111111111111111_ ... ___ 1!1111111_ _ ~-__ ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ ·- _ _ 
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defeated by Shakespeare the poet ••• " (p. 273). Priestly 
sees Falstaff as a chara,cter that escaped his author, actual-
ly rose~ and rebelled against the practical Shakespeare. Re 
is completely out of scale with the other 
him. The dying King, "who has sacrif'iced 
' ... S O l'YT" 1 c t-1 t "'·- ~ ,,....,_ o ·--' e r 
.. ., .. l.- It, • -•- , .•••. ) .... il-,-_ .' ..
• 
and enjoyed 1 t so 11 ttle, n and his :friends and enemies are 
mere "clanking metallic f'igures II says Pries :;ly. 
"clanking metallic verse" in a world filled with 
pride, the anger that can be released at a word, a touch; the 
cold treacheries, the meaningless battleI'ields still smoking 
While the next set of pompous lies are being composed nnd 
uttered ••• " (p. 275). Falstaff' "knows he is ridic1ilous, 
therefore there is in him a detached intelligence that de-
mands our respect; the others, for all their pride and high 
places only like so many brutal boys, are ridiculous ~.: :. t~:out 
knowing it. In a third kingdom, the invlsible but enduring 
r.ealm of intelligence and spirit, Falstaff is not their butt, 
he is their master" (p. 276). 
Shakespeare the dramatist nrust take over the play in 
certain places. Hal's soliloquy is overworked, a\•;k};ard~ and 
it forces us to lose sympathy with him. Shakes re:1re is 
straining, trying to keep the play as he originally nlanned 
it, but already giving in to Falstaff', a voice from his own 
inner world. "He gives Prince Henry wh~t is at best a tact-
less speech because he is beginning to .feel divided :1bcut 
him'' ( p • 27 7 ) • The scenes that conclude Part I are rushed, 
- . 
·-
----·--·--..--~·----------
12 
coerced, overdone; Shakespeare the dramatist takes charge 
"almost brutally" to come to his concJ~l1sion. At the end of Part II, Falstaf'f 1 s "expectation of power and 
that Hal is King, is deliberately pitched too 
now 
an ugly sound: 'let us take any man's horses; the laws of 
England are at my commandment.' There is r1.1:'orls ' nere, asking 
to be toppled down; but it is not quite Falstaff ns .... ;o 
come to know him; we feel he is being pushed and ht1rried ~oy 
the dramatist, now busy preparing us for the rejection scene" (p. 281). 
P-riestly :reels that the insurgent poet in Shakespeare, his inner selr, created a character better than tienry V, but Shakespeare as dramatist :felt it necessa.r:l" to 11 sacr:t:·1cen him to the y-oung King. This had to be done because 
represents something outside of the established tradition or 
things. He is too loose, too satiric, too willing to do his 
own thing. The rejection is forced because Shakespenre 
~truggling within himselr, and as ror the new King ''let the 
treacherous prig stew in his oil of anointment 11 (p. 274). 
Although Priestly's sentiments towards the P~ince and 
his family may seem rather harsh, the school of Romantic 
criticism generally regards Hal-Henry Vas somewhat less than 
a true gentleman. Falstaff, on the other hanci, is the real hero o~ the two Henrx IV plays. "F 
,1 
- ~r 
-
or some reason, saJ~ ~. B. Hemingway, 11he happened to take hold of the creative imagina-ti.on o:r the greatest creative artist of' our race, and he 
:. 
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became a living person."5 Falstaff then, is not just a 
dramatic character but a creative entity that represents <. 
life so well that he is alive himself. ''We cannot heln 
• 
1.3 
thinking of certain characters in Shakespeare as re B.1 beings," 
says Albert H. Tolman in his essay "Why Did Shakespeare Create 
Falstaf'f'?"6 "We wonder what this person did before the play 
opened, and a:rter it closed11 (p. 1). Tolman believes with 
other Romantic critics that these characters es c anE~ !''ro:--: the 
literary or dramatic world and become more real t11a.n the 
historical characters seen with them. These fugitive 
dramati.s personae become part of our ment.al l .I.vos. \ie 
actually think in terms or them. Falstaff is one such suoer-
character. Shakespeare himself, "submits at ti.mes to the 
potent charm of [ Falstaf'f' ] , and allo'\-JS him to have free 
course and be glorified" (p. 13). 
.. 
"This huge hill of flesh," says another critic, H.B. 
Charlton, "this Sir John, has distorted the drift of the 
historic story and or the deliberate plan of Sha1-::espeare' s 
play. He has converted an intended hero into a heartless 
politician, and a happy ending into a revolting conclusion.•7 
Charlton sees the essence of life in Sir John. He has "an 
unslakable thirst ror lire •••• Life is his S l ,. r.rn -rr ' : ffi. U.JU it,· ... -~•• 
bonum •• • • Life is most intoxicating when a jest is for-
ward and spirits are high ••• " (p. 441). And being alive, 
Falstaff lives realistically. His first aim, according to 
Charlton is survival. Nourishment and security are his mai.n 
• 
=;_._-:;:.-~.......___......__.._ ___________ . __________ ·- ---·-----·-· ·----- -- ... 
' 
l4 
concerns. His natural instincts as a live person tend towarda ~ sel.f-preservation. "He is a complete pragmatist., weighing 
everything by its contribution to the one object of his life, 
which is to go on boisterously living" (p. 41~2). He is not a 
coward for playing dead. This is a sign o1" self-comri:nncl, 
something which Hotspur does not have. Falstaff shows the 
same type of control when the sheriff comes loo~:ing for him 
at the tavern. It is, as Charlton states, "a superb non-... . .. * 
ehala.nce." And i.f we look at the play in the manner in 
which Charlton suggests, we will see that the only other 
character who really compares to Fals te.ff is the 1-:t!-:·:~· nimself" . ... .... . 
. ...... 
''The king 1 s immediate task is to maintain the " •.;el fare of· the 
state of England; Falstaff's is to preserve the well being of 
the corporation or Sir John •• • • The wit 0 t"" R n 1 S t' {1 f' .p an d ...l .... c·._. _, < ... ---. ...... ~ 
_· -
the policy o:f the king are the instruments which rest. on 
similiar assumptions. Morality enters into the scheme of 
neither. Each in his own sphere is the perfect exponent of 
expediency. • • • At the end, [ Falstaff J emerJ~n::: no }_ess 
successful than the king, and is superably superior to this 
·cold-blooded politician in his claims on our re gard11 ( p. 44S). 
Charlton attributes to Falstaff a 11 humar-" connection 
with his author. He disappointed Shakespeare as a reP .. l person 
might. Falstaff in g H~nry IV "displayed his inability to be 
what he had seemed to be. He has disqualified himself as a 
comic hero. He has let Shakespeare down," says C:c18 .. rlton (p. 446). Falstaff lacks honour, faith, love, truth and sel.f-
.> I 
··~-----·---~ - ~-----·--·- -- ~------- ----- - -- ~ --
,15 
sacrifice, and these are the values by which men live. Aa 
Prince Hal points out, "there's no room for faith, truth, nor 
honesty in this bosom o~ thine; it is all .f t. ;.r J.. n guts 
and- midrif':f." This is Fals ta.f:f' s :failure ac c or cling to 
Charlton. Things which men have lived and died for have no 
existence to him. "It was in this real~ ~~a.t·i on of !;,alstaff' s 
incompleteness on the eve before Shrews t,ur:T that Sr1z?_},::o ::: 1-~; ea re 
felt the wine or lire begin to taste like g·all and worm;.zood 
on his tongue • • • 11 ( p • 446 ) • 
* 
The Romantics find part or the reality of Falstaff's 
creation in the accuracy in which he plays the soldier of 
experience and skill. Bradley suggests that Fa}_sta~,P is 
actually cool under rire, a worthy warrior, but E. c. 
Knowlton provides a more thorough examination. ',4rites 
Knowlton, "The type of soldier to compare 1.•11 th FEtls taff is 
distinctly interested in the physical aspects of his uni-
verse, partly, it is true, because of the effect of military 
authority, aims, and tradition. He has a keen aonetite ror ... .. 
the bomrorts of the body, food, liquor, women, evRsion of 
certain tasks. Though he may rejoice in word-battles and 
practical jokes._he has a theory that 'ideas' may easily 
hinder a man rrom content of' body, bring more work, an,1 
impose on him troublesome responsibilities" (p. 196). The 
kind or soldier Knowlton refers to is also wary of military 
I. 
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I 
I 
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16 
regulations and people who do not practice what they preach. 
He cannot see any point in risking his life merely for 
patriotic causes. If necessary he will face death, "he may 
be afraid of it and run away from it when he shol1ld not; he 
b f 1 d t t d tl ... hi ., -r ~ . ' 
may e ear ess, an ye ac pru en y 1. or .. ms e 1 ~ an,: c-t,:1e rs; 
or else he may be audacious and confident of escaping it by 
skill, effrontery, a notion about his destiny" (p. 196). 
Brave Sir John leads his charge into the thick of the __,. 
battle, and he fights close to the king, lx>uglas, tr . ... ... i.O l.-S Pu.r 
.. 
and Hal, the more important fighters. His speect1 on honor 
may shock a.civilian or "a soldier of ide2 .. 1.1st:Lc tenrlencies," 
claims Knowlton, but it wouldn't upset the npracticaT rn:.n :ed 
veteran. Nor would the affair where Falstaff's pistol turns 
out to be a bottle be a great surpr-ise. It "is a joke on the • 
Prince and also accords with the habits or a 1 comue'",:n .. nt 1 .. 
soldier'' (p. 207). Knowlton further suggests that the '1Chief 
Justice sensibly accords military value to Falstnff," that 
Falsta:ff' ia really "fair and efficierit" in 
soldiers, and that Doll 1 s speech "I have lmown tr1ee these 
twenty-nine years, come peascod time; but an honester and 
• truer-hearted man. • ." is a true indication of the type of 
man and soldier Sir John really is.9 
* 
As a real man, Falstarf is plagued by the everyday 
problems or human existence. Morgann was the first to 
l 
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consider Falsta.:ff''s gentility in terms of expenses and former 
posseasions. 10 Using twentieth century finesse, however, 
R. Bell proves to be the better accountar.t. 11 Falstaff has 
been suffering from "consumption of the purse 11 for ........ ~.. " ,_._ V 
fifty-five years when we first meet him, according to Bell. 
"Presumably in the beginning he was fairly well endowed. 
Young gentlemen did not get the office of' page to 'Thomas 
. 
Mowbray, D.1ke of' Norf'olk,' f'or their beauti.ful eyes alone; 
and even less was that consideration valid as admission to 
Clement's Inn. Nor at any time was Falstaff a student of the 
sedentary and oatmeal type. He saw the sights; he at::ended 
the tilt-yard; he jested with John of' Gaunt ••• " (p. 303). 
Bell indicates that at some time in his past, Falstaff may 
have been involved in the f'ish trade, this fro~ the "numerous 
and highly technical allusions in his conversation. •1 
~.rn· n ... 
... '"'· .... -
ever his previous experience, Bell says that he "carried with 
him into the tavern of' Eastcheap, along c.-1i th the humble 
f'ragrance o:r saCk, a gust of' the great world, a certain 
dignity and high-handedness and way of' carrying thin,;s of£: 
I imagine the Hostess's readiness to pawn her plate and 
tapestry, apart rrom all personal feeling, as due to some 
extent to her instinctive def'erence to a social simerior" " 
(p. 304). ·Further, Bell points out that Falsta.f.f could not 
have maintained himself' as a highway robber. His demonstra-
tion at Gadshill reveals that he lacks the orimar-r 3kills 
.... l 
involved to be a success at this occupation. Rather, his 
I 
! 
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. . 
f'inancial state depended upon a small allowance from the 
Prince, loans, military service, and occasional jobs, some-
18 
times of an unsavoury nature. 
"It cnr-:not be believed," says 
Bell, "that at any point of' reckonin,? in his 
... .f ,f' . 
~L .t .. ~. e 
ever been a balance on the right side; and it may 
.. _ ·_ ~ .... 
oe tnuv a 
part of' his attraction f'or us lies in the contrast between 
his big body and his slender purse 
•• ·" (p. JJ_l). F'a 1 s ta. :r:r. 
is clearly an example of' one who extracts more from life than 
\. 
he puts into it. 
* 
The step f'rom considering Falstaff's finances to consid-
ering Falstaf'f''s mind is not as large as it may seem. As Sir 
John turns his witty tricks upon the stage he ·ie:'!nns tra tes a 
superb mind to go along with his overly humanized body. Al-
though the psychological critics would object to being con-
sidered in the same chapter as the Romantics, I believe that 
there is a natural movement from Morgann and Bra :1,3~,- 1 s 1 ica 
of' considering the "whole man" to the idea that Falstaff and 
the principal characters around h:Lm are stimulated by and 
respond to the same drives that stim·:.late all munk.Lnd. 
Though it is not said~ specif'ic terms, the Romantic point 
of' view seeks psychological consistency in Falstaff's role 
throughout the tetralogy and in some cases even into The 
Merry Wives of' Windsor, and their hardest .fo·.1r;ht ar,n:.ments 
are to prove just a consistency. It seems logical that if 
- ~.- ..... ~..._.:.:.... 
. ...._-----~~-. --·--------- ----·- ·-
'' 
··~ 
Falstafr has .flesh and blood like any man (and much more as he tells us) he also has a mind that can be analyzed. 
Falstaff's creativeness lies at least . ' i 1n part n his 
19 
ability to think and reason. What i"1organn considered "magic 
art" in 1777, E. K. Chambers labels psychological motivation in 1926 • 12 To Chambers, Falstaff is an indi v -1 clu9.l or rare device. General characteristics "meet and :ning1_e 
~.-in a veritable creature or flesh and blood 11 ( • • • n • 
.. 
119). Falsta:ff is involved in comedy, and comedy, according to Chambers, "calls the brain to its ass is ·tance, anri ~inds 
material :for its diversion, less in the visible inrir~ities 
of' the body and soul of man than in the u_nderlying inadequacies and inconsistencies of motive and ideal ,~hich a 3\ltJtle 
psychological analysis lays bare'' (p. 12)). Part of the 
reason we are upset at the rejection is because we believe 
that Falsta::rr will be hurt. His affections to·.,lnrd the Prince 
• were genuine. We are sure or this, just as ,.ie are 
Fa1sta:r:r had bright dreams as a youth. We judge Fals ta ft' by his mental attitudes, and Chambers believes that "the blow 
that ~ell when the crowned Henry renounces all kno·,.;}.e ·tt70 of him and his rool-born jests, struck not merely at his ptirse, but at his heart'' (p. 126). 
Julia Grace Wales 13 asks, "What can happen in real li~eT Can a man be largely bad, partly good, butt, wit, pathc!tic, 
recklessly young, weakly senile, heartless in the main, 
arrectionate in spite of himself •••• To have come acroaa 
'·" 
,-.·-· ... -~-----------------.----------------------------
' ---------~~-
' ' 
J 
,· 
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·.~ 
such people in real life is all that is necessary to make 
them credible in Shakespearean drama'' ( p. 122). Fals tnf f 1a 
not conventionally understandable. "If we are to comorehend .. 
Falstaf'f'," says Wales, "we must shut out for the moment all 
ethical concepts that have no place in his mind. This ,-loes 
not mean that his own conduct is subject to no interior 
criticism. It is always subject to interior criticism, but 
the criterion changes as the consciousness 
through the rull development of the story, 
0 f P a 1. C'" +- n • ...... ~~ i s · ~ _Ju, .. ~ . ...... , 
ins ens 1·01,, en-
"' larged (p. 125). 11 The great appeal of Sir Jop.n is partly in 
the identirication or our own shortcomings i..;i thin 'n.im andlli 
also in his childlike behavior. "The real poirm~'1c:r of 
Falstarf both on the comic and the pathetic side is that 
like some children or forty years old whom we have seen, and 
like the proressional fool, and sometimes the 
actor, he is accorded no right to a personality of his own, 
to a grown-up human experience (p. 126). 1115 
Wales contends that it does not matter that Elizabethans 
and Shakespeare himself were unaware of ps~rcholo,:~ical tti.ec;~:r. 
"Sha.kespea.re did not have to be a contemporar:r with Mendel to 
know that there is such a thing as a :family resemblance" (p. 
128). Wales argues that we must not hold fast to what 
Shakespeare was to his own time only, but what he is to all 
times. , ''In Shakespeare's day there were no psychoanalysts, 
but there were states or mind. In this last age, this 
consummation o:r the world's history., we may have learned to 
-
,1 
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understand ourselves. But let us not forget -- we have not invented ourselves'' (p. 130). Further, Wales trare2 in-
consistency of' character to Shakespeare ts rell.rtrice on source 
material that "not only disregarded, but violated the la· .. ts 
of' consistency." Shakespeare was reluctant to break away 
in some cases. But even though he may have olcts and ... 
character types from tradition, 11 the fact remains ... ' .. ~ tna t !"le held these in his imagination until they come comparatively 
real. Shakespeare lived himself into each single situation. He got into each character, talked him, acted him'' (p. 136). 
J. I. M. Stewart reiterates much of Wales' a.rC:'""uner::t in \,. . his Character and Motive In Shakespear.e .. (London: Long.rnans, Green and Co. 1949). An artist does not get the s1J.bsta..nce of his characters from n cameral work" or "a filing c a.b ine t of 
traditional literary types," asserts Stewart. "He n:ets his ,.__, 
characters from an interplay of these with something inside. And it is because ~e has a particular sort of inside, or psychic constitution, that he is obliged to get them. Falstaff 
and his peers are the product of an imagination working from 
within'' (p. 121). 
Stewart believes that Hal kills Falstaff instead of 
killing his rather the King. Falstaff and the 1{1n;z a.re 
'--· paralleled in many ways during the H.enr;{ IV plays. At one 
point, in the f'amous tavern scene, they act11aJ~J.:r fuse. 
Falsta:r:r by playing the King takes on all the sin and guilt 
associated-with the crown. He is in essence a :father-substitu-te. 
I 
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Stewart's point is that study of the psychology of drama "is 
a.t least as important as a study of contemporacry climate" 
( p. 121). 
Ernst Kris applies the psychoanalytic approach to the 
tr-ilogy, 1., _g He.nry IV, He,nry y_, and finds several incon-
sistencies .16 To the Elizabethans Henry V appeared as the 
ideal King, the honest and noble learjer of r1is co·1ntry. 
Therefore, his early debauches had to be depictec1 a.s "part 
of' a morally oriented plan." Unfort1.ma tel v the vindi c n tion .., 
leaves behind a "suspicion of p:ypocrisy on the Prince I s 
character" (p. 185). 
Another inconsistency is seen in the Prince's reformation. 
In Part 1, he rushes to the King's side when the throne is -
threatened by rebels. At ShrevJsbury he 
saves his father's. life. But while the civil 
he returns to the taverns and his former ways. It is not 
until the ~ing is dying'that the final reformation takes 
place. 
The rinal inconsistency lies in the rejection of his 
:former :friends. This, Kris points out, "is onl:r pa.rtl~t 
Shakespeare's invention since it paraptL.ras es trarll_ t i,c)nal 
accounts" (p. 185). According to history, H,:::nry 1 s character 
did change after his access ion to the th.rone. "The ba.nishment 
or Falsta.f'f then may be considered as an elaboration of 
Henry's persecution of the Lollards \-Jhom he once 11.e. :l f~a.vore d. 
Other elements or the legendary tradition are inserted with 
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clearly moralistic intentions: The Prince's reformation 1s 
used to exemplify the nature of royal responsibility" (p. 188). History, however, became "blurred by legencl," sa;fS Kris. 
"The conversion of the Prince became the dominant tr·1eme, a 
conversion modeled arter that of the life of the saints" {p. 188). Shakespeare focuses upon the conflict between father 
and son. This conflict appears in three diff'er(:;nt versions 
in l Henry IV, each time involving one central and two re-
lated characters. These include the !ting and his two n sons" Henry of Monmouth and Henry Percy; the Prince and his two 
.fathers, the King and Falstaff; and Hotspur who "str;ncis 
between a weak rather. Northumberland ••• and a scheming 
uncle, Worcester.'' 
"The three versions o~ the father-son conflict compelled Shakespeare to deviate from his sources and thereby to enrich the stage: he sharpened the report of the chronicles on the 
rebellion of the Percies in order to create the contrast or Worcester and Northumberland; he reduced }ienry Percy• s age 
rrom a slightly older contemporary of Henry IV to a somewhat 
older contemporary or the Prince -and he invented Falstaff" (p. 189). 
We know rrom the beginning that the relationship be-
tween Hal and the King is strained. Henry IV had unnaturally 
succeeded Richard II by ''rebellion and regic 1 de," and the 
reeling or guilt is clearly seen in his death bed speech: 
How I came by the crown O God forgive; And grant it may with thee in true peace 11ve1 .. 
I 
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Hal too is burdened by his f'ather 1 s guilt. He carries 
'it with him into the play of' Henr;y Y., and it is reflected in 
his speech berore Agincourt: 
o, not to-day, think not upon the fault 
My f'ather made in compassing the crown! 
This prayer, Kris conjectures, '' reveals the s true ture of' tbe 
conflict which Shakespeare embodied in his character: the 
desire to avoid guilt and to keep himself 
oI' crime 1a 
paramount in Henry V'' (p. 192). 
In 1 Henr;y IV, the Prince hides in the tavern so that 
he might dissociate himself' from the throne which his father 
took f'orce!"'ully. He does not want to participate in his 
father's regicide, yet regicide (parricide) is alive in his 
own unconscious. "When the King's life is threatened," says 
Kris., "he saves the King and kills the adversary, who is his 
alter ego" {p. 194). In the tavern, Hal shares in Falsta~:· 1 s 
vices because he des not approve of his father's crime. The 
hostility towards he father is only temporarily held back. 
Hal sees Falstaf'f' he opposite of' the father, but still nn 
unsatisfactory pat rnal image. When finally he is crowned, 
Hal rejects the rather-substitute as well. 
him independent of' all "paternal .figures." This was 
Prince Hal, iJ.is theorizes, had moral standards that kept 
def'ense. Secondly., he adopted 11 an e.xtrafamilial substitute 
who, true to a pattern f'requently observed, is the antithesis 
or the rather. Falstarf' is closer to the Prince's heart than 
-~ --
-----~ - --- - . 
2.5 
{ 
the King; he satisfies the libidinal demands in the father-
son relation through his warmth and freedom. Yet the Prince 
proves superior to Falstaff in wit and royal reveling: he 
triumphs over both father and father st1bstit'i1te" (p. 19,8). 
In cmnclusion, Kris suggests that "the ' ... 1 in ve ma .... consis-
tency or the final parricide, can only have been conceived by 
one who in creating had access to his own unconscious im~ 
pulses'' (p. 199). 
* 
Philip Williams gives support to both the Stewart and 
the· Kris points of view. 17 The psychological insigi1t that 
Falstaff is the father-substitute and thus subject to the 
same ambivalent feelings of love and hate that the Prince 
holds toward his real father, explains Hal 1 s "parado:-:ir·.nl 
attitude" toward Sir John. To add weight to his argt1rnent 
that Falstaff and Henry IV are both Hal's fathers, Williama 
carefully traces many striking resemblances in their roles. 
"Both Falstaff and Henry are mistaken for dead by Hal, who 
then reveals a curious mixture of grief and satisfaction over 
the supposedly dead bodies. Hal 'robs' botl'1 Fn.ls taf f and 
Henry while they sleep: Falstaff of a tavern re~ko~:ng, 
Henry IV of the crown. The deaths of both Falstaff and Henry 
are surrounded by the aura of ~olklore and superstition 
• • • (p. 362). But most important of all, says \tlillirtJns, like 
Henry IV, Falstaff in.$:Henry IV. grows old. "In Part One, 
·~ 
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alth:ough his age and white hairs are not neglected, it is 
Falstarr's size that receives the greatest emphasis. In 
Part Two, although his girth has not decreased ••• the 
emphasis shirts to his age and infirmities. And 
growing old, his physical decay, parallels what hanneri.s to 
.. -
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King Henry IV, who, in Part Two, also grows suddenly old and 
sick.n (p. 363). 
The key for our understanding of Falstaff and his rela-
tionship to Prince Hal occurs rather early in Part l• !Xiring 
the tavern scene in which both Hal 
there is some subtle psychology at work. nrs it romn.n-
ticising this scene," asks Williams, "to sense w i tr1 ~~hat 
satisfaction Sir John says, 'that thou art my son' (and so 
on)? Then comes the ominous word I depose'. Hal becom';:S 
king, replacing Falstaff on the joint-stool throne 11 (p. 362). 
This image or Falstaff being replaced upon the throne should 
prepare us :Cor the rejection. Hal is 11 acting" out wb.at he 
will later do in earnest. 
* 
Harold C. Goddard believes that Prince Hal has a dual 
personality. 18 There are two Henries, says Godiard, the 
Prince and Hal. Hal may be the Prodigal, b·t1t there is no 
Prodigal Son in the Prince. "In him the Prod1;=:nl ;.;as reform--
ad before he ever came into existence" (p. 172). It is n.lso 
the Prince and not Hal who gives the famous ''sun behind the 
clouds'' soliloquy. As Prince he is much like his father the 
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king. According to Goddard, there are also two Falstaffs 1n 
the plays, one "immoral'' and one "immortal." 
Falstaff can only be understood if we use our imaginations. 
"And that is why we shall never see Falsts..ff on the stage.nl9 This is the Falstaff that is free ano we "delight iri pro-jecting on him our frustrated longing for ema..~cipation ••• • It is for liberation from -what a1. l men want to be rid of, 
not just the bloodless few, that Falstaff stand.s: Liberation 
::r.rom the tyranny of' things as they are • n ( • • p. 179). 
The immoral Falstaff is vulnerable. He forgets two 
racts that we would also like to f'orget: tl1e fact that his 
imagination is stimulated by immense potations of sncl-: rtnd 
that his victories are purchased, if necessary, at the price or an utter dis!'egard for the rights of others" {p. 180). 
The immoral Falstaff has to be reckoned with. He is much 
like a child, says Goddard, "he never grew up, and that glory is the greater because he is an old man •••• But ir it is the glory of the Immortal Falstaff that he remains a 
child, it is the shame or the Immoral Falstaff that n e "'r', r.:· '!: r .e ..,.. • ..... . ....... .,,_..;• • 
... cit, became a man ••• '' (p. 184). He wanted "to persist in the perogatives of youth without undertaking the reapons1b111t1ea or maturity" (p. 18.5). 
Goddard also sees the parallel between Falstaff and the King. Hal is in the middle while these two contend ror his 
soul. "It is Youth standing between Imap:inat·1 on an:J ..A.~1tr1or-ity~ between Freedom and Force, between play and war" (p. 186) • 
• 
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The outcome of' the struggle is well lmown. Hal, "accepted 
his father's advice to 1 busy giddy min(is \.1:th foreig,11 
quarrels' and in precise imitation of r1.is ~·r1'7:~:-:r~y, out, 
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as the next play shows, to appropriate a ~hrcne thnt did not 
belong to him" (p. 211). f"'ro , snatc"· i"r'n . n. . n .... g 
travelers' purses "in pure fun" to attempting to "s!..:ullow 
up France. 11 "It is not Falstaff Hal re jec te d, 11 cone ludea 
' Goddard. "It was himselfn ( p. 212). 
* 
The Romantic and psychological views have stimulated a 
great deal of' the critic ism of Fals tn:f·.r rJt1ring the twentieth. 
century. Countless articles have been 
·1··1 -e· .... .!.. .. . ·- Lr 
response to the "Bradley" school, and the arQ.1.ments op!\osed 
to searching ror psychological consistency are nearly as 
numerous. In a sense, the Romantic-ps~;c·: 1 0:cgical schools 
"set Falstarr up" :for further investigation. 
,-. 
,,u 
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II 
Historical and Traditional Schools o~ Criticism 
Humanized and psychoanalyzed by the Romantic and psycho-
logical schools, Falstaff is examined in a mt1ch di ft'"ercn t 
light by the historical and tradi tic1nal critics. These 
explicators do not believe that Falstaff is t'alive", psycho-
logically analyzable, or even very original. The t1.istorical 
critics claim that in order to understand :ful]_,,r wr1at is 
'"' 
happening in the Henry IV plays, it is rleces~,ur~t to t1nder-
stand Elizabethan social, political, and religious vie'.-;p:::inta. 
Traditional critics see Falstaff likenesses in Elizabetr1nn 
English, Renaissance, and Gree1{ and rtomn.r1 dra...ma. Both 
schools agree that Falstaff or parts of him was renjily 
available in sixteenth-century England, and that a ~.111 
understanding of Falstaff depends upon a knowledge or 
Elizabethan times and conventions. 
* 
Historically, Sir John is a lmight and a member of 
Henry IV 1 s army. "Practically all the common elementn of a 
soldier's li:fe are involved," says John W. Draper, nand in a 
sense, they comprise prac ticall-::r all that Falstaff does in 
the three plays in which he appears" (p. L~lS).l 1,./hat 
Falstaff does as a soldier, however, is not very valiant 
or romantic. 
Draper reports that there were two major o:ffenaea 
• 
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committed by captains during war time: one had to do with 
recruiting and the other with the "padding of muster rolls." Falstaff is guilty of both. It was a fairly freqt1ent practice for men or substance during Elizabetr1a.n times tcJ t)ribe the 
captain in order to avoid the draft. As a result tt1f, n.::~·,t 
-w.as made up of rather dubious characters, many fresh f'rom the jails. We see that Captain Falstaff readily submits to the 
cha.rm of: a f.'ew pounds. Another practice of the E:.1.:~r1~:)ethan 
captain was to lea.d his men into the thick of tr1e battle and 
then to retreat himself. In this manner he could collec.t the dead men's pay. "Falstaff led his men to a plRce of dar~ger 
so that 'not three' of his 1hundred and fift~r' were left 
alive ••• surely an Elizabethan audience wo11ld conc}.l1de 
that he had.led his men to slaughter so that he might steal 
their 'dead pay 1 '' (p. 419). 
Further, Draper explains that the Elizabethan society 
could not assimilate the soldiers as thev ret11rned from the ~ 
wars and, that the government would not tal{e an:r r;_-: 3 :;~or1s :.·oil ity f'or them. Thus, "these outcast soldiers reoaire (l to ... 1. ,c·r-1 ,- 1 rn , 
.... .l, ,..,, ....... 
and lived a riotous li~e, very lilce that of Falstaff and his 
crew, sometimes begging .from their fr:Lends, 3ometimes robbing 
as petty thieves • • • or highwaymen like Fals taf:f, anci 
sometimes turning a doubtful penny by acting as 'companion' 
to some wild young nobleman or as bull:r for some harlot such 
as Doll" (pp. 419-420). Draper even suggests that some of Falstarr•a wit can be traced to the soldiers of the period, 
.i 
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' . 
who must have been good at getting themselves out of tight 
places. 
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r:r Falstaff is modeled on the Elizabethan soldier, Prince 
Hal,_ t1the idol or the English people and of' Shn.1{e=rer~!"e, n is 
a mirror reflection of' the heir apparent. He casts Falstaff 
off when he is done with him as Princes were supposed to do 
w.ith their bullies. "Bradley need not be so concerned over the 
're J. e ct ion t of Falstaff. " Says Dr aper "i .i... .,_.,a C'! +- ·r:·· e n 'r"' ,, ... - ...... r, f' ! , L, V. .:.) V ~ -.... . .,/ • t -, ~t 
- c..,_, .. _t ..-.., ... 
istic conclusion possible in an age when soldiers went tinre-
warded and when politics looked only to the conven1.ence of 
the prince" (p. 422). Falstafr to Draner is not ti1e "r1.ero" .. 
as the Romantic critics try to make him. If this were true, 
if' Fa.lstaf':f were heroic, "why should Lord Cobham object to 
the dramatist's honoring his ancestor with all these admir-
able qualities?" Finally, Draper holds that Fals tar~-- ,.;as an 
arrant coward, and to the Elizabethans, "cowardice was 
universally despised and its out,~ard signs well recognized." 
Draper says that "cowardice is the very crt1x of' ~81 C •·_q Pf't e 
~- ¥I. ~ ..., ·-~ c.-;.. ·--. -" ..a 
character. • • " ( p. 423 ) • His running at GadshilJ~ ancl the 
filching or rewards after Shrewsbury condemn him. 
Clear traces or the Elizabethan Captain are also apparent . 
to Henry J. Webb. Falstaff's delaying his return to the 
Yorkshire camp w·as a trick often practiced by them. "Though 
leaders or footbands, they absented themselves from their 
charges, left them in connnand of lieu tenants nnd rE}iJe 1::.0 d. in 
London."3 Also, Falsta:ff's great interest in securing fine 
• 
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clothes can be traced to the practices of the captains, who 
"showed a propensity for exquisite llniforms while their 
soldiers went bare. n4 Webb sees Shn.1·:es ne are 1 s descrintion ~ . 
of Falstaff as an army captain "penned ,-Ii th one eye on flesh-
and-blood originals." 
Paul A. Jorgensen likewise believes that Falstaff is 
what the Elizabethan Captain was like in 
the opposite of what he was supposed to 
.., 
re. aJ. life -- just 
' t) e the 
"precepts of' mi_li tary conduct books. n5 In rea.li ty, the 
Elizabethan captain was a "criminal, accepting bribes and 
pocketing 1 dead pays 1 which he augmented by lee .. -t:,:-:F; r1is men 
into slaughter" (p. 31). The word "captain" was t)est rles-
cribed by Doll Tearsheet, who said it was a "word as odious 
as the word 'occupy' which was an e):cell.ent good word before 
it was ill sorted." 
Falstaff's argument that he selects men for their 
"spirit" is also ready made, sa.ys Jorgensen. The new 
"theorists or the time held that it was not 11mas ~~~ l·vc! structure" but spirit that was most important in fighting men. 
selects the tiny Thomas \~at, again, becat1se current 
doctrine said the "nimblest and smallest men were recomrnended 
f'or the lighter arms" (p. 35). 
''This is a history play, and Falsta:ff is historically an 
intruder,'' says Lily B. Campbell in her book Shakesneare 1 ~ 
/ Histories: Mirrors of' Elizabethan Polic~r. 0 u~- . . 
.r1e mac.Ks tne 
off'ice of' king and the representative of justice. He mal<es 
I, 
I 
I 
' 
I 
I 
, I 
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a mockery or duty and courage. He mocks death on the battle-
field •••• He mocks the glory of the conqueror by his 
actions with Colville. He reaches in clisc11ssic,n of his fT\OCk 
soldiers and mock leadership a degree 01~ c:ynicism whicr1 
only be accounted for by conditions which were recog:n:..zed by 
the audience. • 
soldier that he 
• • 
comes 
Henry IV" {p. 244). 7 
It is in mirroring the problem of the 
into the political picture presented by 
Campbell too, finds much of Falstarr's characterization 
in the of'ficer of Elizabethan England. "The rief'er:·"1ers of the 
military profession pointed out again and again; 1) that com-
manders were often appointed because of their influence with 
someone at court; 2) that these commanclers and their sub-
ordinate officers were sometimes not only incapac le ·c~1t also 
corrupt in their dealings; 3) that the soldiers ,,:ere chosen aa 
means to provide gain on the part of the officers or constables; 
and 4) that the choice of begging or stealing fer a living on 
their return from the wars was not one to ma.ke men enthusins-;1c 
about becoming soldiers" ( p. 248) • 
Falstaff himself gives the best description of his own 
a.c.ti vi ties says Campbell: 
I have misused the king's press damnably, I ~ have got, in e):.change of a h11ndrec1 and. f·!.ft:r zo1d1ers, three hun d.r e C::J an rl Odd D C1 1 l n de: T y-·J 'r"l r· ,, "' :r1, r·, ~·~ r~ Y~ r, 
-,~ tl t-_ 
.l 
.. ..A. ~ i.._, • 
._,_.J • 
-*- ~ -
__..., :.....- ..__. --... , , "' ....,,_ 
.... ,,,. · .... · ... ... t.:.:_. • V goo d ho us e ho 1 cl e r s , 2r e om e ri 1 s 2. c11~ s ; :_ : ~ ~ r .~. : ") , ~·-· , · , : "= contract e d b ache 1 ors , s 1.1 c :-1 cl. s :-1. [:. :-1 : c ·:'. :·_ ::. :.:: ~-: 0~ .·: ·:. ·1.; .:. c e On the bann C" e SU·C\-, r'J corr1r~c-,·~-: .;. ___ ("")~· -.. "'."' 1 .,. ....... u ' 4;. ...L c.--. ... . ..... ... ... _... -~- ,l., ___.._ L, , . .' ....__ ... 'I' " 
-· ~ .. had as lieve hear the devil as~ i~1m; they have bought out their services; • 
• 
and 
I 
i, 
I 
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Campbell compares Falstaff's activities with those of the 
typical soldier and o.fficer as pointed out by historians of 
the time (especially Riche). One of the many interesting 
parallels involves Falstaf'f 1 s company marching t11r·c1 11gh 
Coventry. ' 1They are not equipped even with shirts, though the 
prince has arranged money for their f\1rni ture, and Falstaff 
trusts to their being able to find the necessn.ry linen on 
... 
the hedges as they pass by" (p. 252): 
There 1 s not a shirt and a half in all my C Ompany 
'
• and the half C' ri 1 rt is. ...,.1"(i n Or,, .... ~ n ('t t- n,.... tre d ....:) "..4..--._ \..J" ,,.. ..1o.. • L~ ~___,, ~""' .... • ,._ ,._ __ .-1 V ,', .... ·~- Tia together an c1 t hr O\·Jn over t ·n.. e s r~ci,: ~ ,-re ~-'l :J ~~ .~ ~-= 1: ,~ herald t ~ co at ,._J -i +: ,.1 o~, + s 1 ,~ c .. "t.,.. 1--:0 t-:'; • •--; "r"' : • · ',·, • · ,··. '· • .. .,,, .... ,.· "'-. o,. \-.J .. -- V l _.._ '·-·"'- V - - ...__,, • \) ~ -~ ._; ' -,_ ..... - · .. -- ·· i.. 1 • , ,-r .- • ,. ' V Say +-he trut· 1n s+-oler .;·,y}r"c,,,...,., -.~-.--··,.·,rs-~·-·,···-.-~,.·.,..,.;,. ····,..,nnts V . .. ' u - - ~ .:.. -~, - 1._ . .:.. ' ;, • - ~: , .:.. :,__l ,..J , , • :. ,. • .J , •. .• . • . . ., .'-\. -~. ~,., r::i. ... i f 0 r t ll e re d - no s e ·1 n) 'Y) 1r e en L'; Y. o -0 T; .'~• -:, r n ;"' 7· 'P - - : ~ - · -~ .... •, r-·. ... T .,,. - ,!._L,_ ..:.. .... ~ ~ .._; \...) -- --~ .... .- , t-. J r,.,,. ..,;. .... -~· ....._ , • . ,t, 1t._,1 ,_,.. i. 'Ill ,:_ :. ,~c ~ all one; tr1eyt11 find }_2-nori er1ouct: on ever:r he,.i;7e.9 
In 1574 Riche reported the 
Excellent and Pleasant Di,alogue, Between !·1erc.i._:r .. r £1..nci a.n 
English Souldier: 
Fyrst by the way as they travayle through the Countrey, where they chau.nce to l:1e ri.11 n:.~~·::t~, ~:he go dwyfe hath S Pe d(,18 "1'.J i l""' ·i -f' C ~~, C; t-=• f'~· 'r"' r1 r, '' "".-.,-~ '~, ·," t" ,·:. ;.. f';;, ~. ~ -.._ J_ r" .._J ~ • ,_, -- _.._, J ... _.;., "" ,o ,._ 'I' -._ 
~-- '- :.,_ -.,./ •,~ ',S- ' ~ ' 
'· 
i th . if" 4- \ • 
. 
. 
., 
.• 
n e morning, or .. vn..:.s t1~1 :::)-:-·,e ·::.c : ;·,~:-.:.c· -·,,. · ,-coverlet, or Cl1r ta ins f'r c:rn r. :·1t=~: t=, ·~. ,: , - Y) 
··, ,-. ,. ••• ~ r, · .. ~r om the tab 1 e , s om e t ab 1 e c 1 o t he s , or ·7: a 't~ 2- c: : ~ 11 '_:-. ~-: _: :r~ :; , or some ~Bher thing must nee des pctc1:: a';·i£1.::r ;.;i th them. • • • 
' Not all twentieth century historical critics reel that 
Falstaff represents a soldier, and there have been sevr'.r~a1 
11 
attempts to compare him to a real Elizabethan personage. 
The most interesting of' these is Joseph A. Bryant's 
"Shakespeare's Falstaf'f' and the Mantle of' Dick '~'arl ton. " 12 
According to Bryant, the Elizabethan clown had taken 
over a large part or the play .for his own devices. He waa 
• 
.. 
..... 
' 
3S 
f 
allowed to "improvise ad libitum," and while he was perform-
ing, everyone else, including the playwright, took a second 
seat. This tradition had started ,..; i tr1 Die~: Tarlton and was 
" 
ti 
confirmed by two generations of groundlinr-~s. 
tired of letting the clown have his own wa;/, decicie ,~ to 
develop a character that could not only incorporate all the 
clown tricks, but also be an essentia2. p:i rt ot' t:1e play' s 
design. This character was Falstaff, sa~rs E3r:ra.T1t. 11W11e ther 
or not it was intended as such, it was a signal that the 
institution of' clownage was no longer to be considered indis-
pensable" (p. 151). Even more important, ?rtlstR1~~· "'assimilates 
and perpetuates" the memory of the great Dick rrarl ton, and 
this makes him a powerful "clown stopper. 11 
Falsta.ff''s success depends at least in part on a ready 
supply of devices which come from the world of then t,e r' and 
not the world of history in which he is involved. Moreover. 
Shakespeare ha.a given him "an ill1 ..1s ion of extempora.neot1sness, • 
and this same type of wit had made Tarlton farno1-1s. Fals tarr• a 
"mock-serious use of reformer cant" is reminiscent of 
Tarlton' s method of making f'un of the ''straight-laced 
ref'ormers nl3 in the audience, and both he and Falstaff are 
''devotees of: wine and women." Both spend much of tr1e:ir time 
in taverns with jad~s rrom the street, and neither likes to 
pay his bills. 11Furthermore, they are both associated with 
particular taverns, eachmanagedby a hostess who is capable 
or tolerating a witty rogue in spite of his empty purse. 
--·----~~--·~---- -_,-~d---·---.--
-----·- --- --~ ... --------- ........ - ...... .,__._..,_.----
-----
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Neither man is one to seek a quarrel, though both occasional .. 
ly become involved in them; and both are capable of using a 
sword when :rorced to do so. Finally, ti1e:r meet r.r1eir ends 1n 
the same way and in similar surroudings" ( p. 159) • 
* 
Looking at the play in historical perspective and seeing 
real soldiers, real personages, and real co.pditions ns the 
above critics have done, almost forces one to the next step 
in critic ism. What was going through the min ls of tr_e E1.i z-
abethan audiences as they watched Sir John in action? Did he 
recall to them similar types from 
believes that he did. 14 Stoll at 
stage his tor:r? 
0 n e e e s t~ a· i- 1 1 c• \ ·1 e ( .. · ..l. • ··" "-' ..... • , ~ ·-· ;J l. ~-:1 
romantic and non-psychological but "simple C'~~s tom'' 
E. E. Stoll 
4- i vne non-
in modern criticism, and his search for traditional, el+:Jn:3-:nta 
in Falstaf':f has been followed by a majority of twentieth 
aentury critics. 
"Falsta.ff' is not ••• an ordinary stage coward," Stoll 
tells us a.fter summarizing what he believes is the romantic 
point of' view; "he is not even a Parol~:es or a B0bn.-1i1; and 
by no means is he a mere buff on" ( p. L~_o8). 
be taken from the play, and an Elizabethan dramatist .,r1orked 
epically, placing his most important impressions first. 
What stands first for Falstaff is his co"ward1.:r f'l1.~t1t .from 
Gadshlll; this dominates all subsequent action. Stoll claim.s 
· that "Morgann and his followers ignore the variotis hints or 
the poet as embodied in the established conventions of the 
"' 
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time ~the confessions in soliloquy, the comments and pre-
dictions of' important undiscredited characters like the 
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Prince and Poins, and various devices and bits of' 'business,• 
like Falsta.ff'' s roaring as he runs and his 1'al:~ in.:- flat in 
battle" (p. 409). Furthermore, criticism that treats 
tars like real people, that "looks into a character's 
lineage, his f'inancial and social experiences, and his past 
as a whole," is ridiculous. Characters have no nast or 
... 
future either except as their author discloses it. The 
"f'irst impression is designedly the dominant one, 11 says 
Stoll, and a character will not "counteract 
ar" d· "" O· r f .,.., n d i c·· t· • • -4 \_,.. • I ·._J ... 'w 4, -... , 
but consummate and fulfill" {p. 410). What a character is 
at the beginning he will likely be at the end. "Falstaf'I' 1a 
as much of' a coward sprawling on Shrewsbury Field as running 
down Gadshill" {p. 410). The incongruities in Falstaff are 
not psychological, says Stoll, but are involved either tradi-
tionally "in the type or miles 
c-1 or i o c: us w ~ i c r1 ,,., .. .., ........ u l...,_..._ ...... (tmconsciously) 
he is here undertaking to exhibit; or they are 
.the current convention of' the pro:fessional comic 
oerson on .. 
the stage ••• " (p. 411). 
What happens at Gadshill and later at the tavern is 
meant to have a specific e:f:fect upon us. "According to 
Elizabethan usage a f'oolish character -a braggart, or 
coward, or a conceited ass •• 
• or even a rner.~~r m~. s c r::--,tnis t 
~ . ·~ 
• • 
• is by conspiracy, f'ooled to the top o:f his bent and in 
the end made aware of it and jeered at 11 (p. 411). This is tb.e 
iia:' 
.. 
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tradition and there is no example of a character playing the 
poltroon on purpose and then later playing tr1e ·: ::'~;f.:"r:--r1.~t. The 
audience would need some kind of hint if this were to hnn~en. 
• • That Prince Hal is ''playing t1~1e ro:rsterer on p\1rpose" he 
in:rorms us on two di:f:ferent occasions, bt1t tb .. at ?rtlstnff is 
''playing coward, liar, thief', or butt on p11rpose" is not 
indicated by him or anyone else. Falstaff calling Potns and 
Hal cowards after his entrance into the Boar's riend, "like 
the coward boasting of his cotl~o..ge, is a pere::ninl s1.t~.1ntion 
on the stage or orr it'' (p. 418). Falstaff, l:Lke D,er':.~1,:o, 
the clown of The Famous Victories o:f Henrx y_, has his men 
tickle their noses with speargras s and h8 .. c1{ t::.e :Lr s·.-,ords to 
make it look as if' they had been involved in a st.!,..ilF";-lc· of 
magnitude. "Here are all the conventional and tra(ii. ti:- nal 
tricks of cowardice, and on the expos1..1re or col-1ardice the 
comic erfect of the scene depends as much as on the reproor 
of the lies" (p. 420). 
Later in the rlraina, Falstafi falls down and plays dead 
af'ter encouraging Prince Hal and Hotsp~,Jr to fiP:;ht. These too 
are conventions according to Stoll, and "/.-then Sir Joi1n !J ;:.r.. t :"' !1es Hotspur 1 s body he is performing another "established ln:·.:~:~ .. of 
the coward on the stage" (p. L~2J). 
In Part g, Falstaff is even more the braggart captain. 
"He has the increasing belly and decreasing leg,, the rli.~1in-
utive page for a foil, the weapon (his pistol) that is no 
weapon but a fraud, as well as most of the inner qualities of r 
' I 
·, 
,•. 
[ .... 
I· . . - -r- -
I 
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this ancient stage-figures -cowardice and unbrided brng?:i.ng. gluttony, and lechery, sycophancy an,i pri ·le" ( p11. Jt2 :~ _t1). J " / 
is that Falstaff C 
' / 
What confuses critics 
affected." He boasts only when he has need to cio so and is 
"not beaten and knocked abo1-..1t the s t8 . .:-~c ,,, . ' t""" ....... -"ta-.. ) t_l.. '•./ n sort or 
dignity, and is a humorist and wit" (p. 429). ile 
war merely to ".turnish matter for comed:rn. 
Coleville of' the Dale (something s1.~1..3.1:espeare borro\.1ed from 
The Famous Victories) and his ab ·i li t--r to i{e en V ~ 
when frightened are both situations connecteci ~ ' ·, ·- ·r1 -..~ 'n. e .... _v v, ,,
braggart soldier. He also uses his wits to keen himself ... 
f'rom hurting for his follies·, something that cowards and 
\braggarts excelled in. 
Finally, Stoll suggests that Falstaff does not expect to 
be believed in his • evasions, but in his bragging he does, and 
more important ''he makes up for all that he has 
reputation :for ingenuity and gaiety" (p. 448). 
loc+- 1n 
_._ .;::} v - • 
Falstaff's job is to be "entertaining not plausible." "And this," says 
Stoll, "explains his so-called presence of minri, his Jol<ing 
amid carnage and in the teeth or death •••• He jokes 
regardless of' ultimate psychological propriety; as cio Eliz .. 
abethan clowns •• • n (p. 4.51). The 1-:ey is to allow for the 
"optique du theatre or those times. We must allow for 
comedy" (p. 451). 
* 
Daniel c. Boughner, ~ollowing Stoll's lead, intricately 
i 
Ii I 
l I !, 
.I 
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works out the theory that Falstaff is a descendent or the 
traditional braggart soldier. 15 ''Insofar as he is a tradi-
tional type or resembles any traditional t~rpo, ~E1ls ·,: :"t. :":'' s 
a:f.filiations are with. the braggart soldier, a ro1e ~ •. ;r1ic~1 the 
Italian humor is ts regularly infused 1,·li th a strongly pe <lfu-.,, tic 
f'lavor" (p. 417). The Italians 
"modern tastes," says Boughner. 
grandiose style o:f speech and introd1.1ced other 
to please the more 'ysophisticated pl:iygce:'s." 
claims that his lmowledge is mtil ti-leveled in 
dis to:c·tions 
The co.ntain .. 
a ..-,. n.;,... .. ""-.." .._.., ......... · -o I > I'• ·• f ·. , • .... .. •, .... ...,; ../ "'--, * ~ ., • . la¥ \ii-
~ 
distinguish hirnse l:f among musicians, scholars, ancl r)(>O t: s. In 
one case (Oddis' Pr.igione _gt Amore) the D,Jke is so ann1sed by 
·the lies and brags of the alleged. solciier 
keep him at court as a permanent jester. 
• ne decides to 
The allusions woven into the speech of the soldier come ... 
from classical mythology, chivalric romrr.I1ce, or history. "He 
prides himself on his taste f'or music, sc1.1lptttre, 1)2.ir .. :.:i:;l;g, 
architecture, and dancing. In short, like the learned 
gentleman he pretends to be, he af!~ects the graces of civi-
lized Italian li.fe" (p. 420). Also the abaz~r:~mer1t c)t"\ a "duped 
and derided lover" comes from the "report cry 01~ tricJ;:s n 
given to the soldier, says Boughner, The ''httmbleci lover" 1a 
a traditional f'igure drawn from the miles o:loriost1s. "'fhe 
Italians invented new disguises and new cievic:,:!S to deJ.J1d.e the 
languishing capi tano. His disguise, pa theticall.y, !~cols no 
one and merely makes him a bigger mark ror his tormentors. 
.. 
• • • Regularly he surfers the rrustration or his lust and 
a beating f'or his pains like Falstaff in The Merr:y \tli ves n 
(pp. 420-421). Boughner contends that the best pict1.1re of' the 
captain on the popular stage comes from the cor:Lry1c ::~rt 10~:l 1 a!"'te. 
Francesco Andreini in the Brauvre del Capitano 5"':Jcl"'t._·.:.:.,:· }")! ... esents 
the classic in this tradition. C ap l,. + an O S ..,..... a V e ri ~- C' , ...., C' n .. "' ' 0 8 S V ~ .... - V ,_; ·- ,. _; • l. .... t~ -:,:; · ... 
his own adventures with those of ancient .,. .. 110 
might also be described as a "Euphuistic lover," an eff'emi-
nate dandy whose career is a contrast between boast E1nci 
reality. He "is a master of rhetoric, especially of the 
rlorid style" (p. 421). 
Boughner sees several other suggestions of "the conti-
nental in:fluence" on Shakespeare. Dionysus in The Frogs or 
Aristophanes is the "braggart that grovels .an.cl t'r:1::r1 ,!c !~ends 
his _cowardice by alleging an impossible n~1mber of as3 r, r .• r,...-.•.-sn ,._ .Ii I !: ,, ~ ~ ., ' 
• .. ._ - - (._"'-~• • V 
( p. 423). Angelo Beolco' s Parlamento di Riz zante portra.)'·s a 
"cowardly recruit" strikingly similar But 
Boughner sees the greatest resemblance between and 
Captain Trasimaco .from the 1.598 play Sorella. Among other 
parallels, "Trasimaco exhibits an occasional verbal alacrity 
~oreshadowing the tergiversation of Falstaff, ' . r, "J. .... k/ I i..., f'' ('\ l ... .-~ -~ "1""'f""\ t 0 ... _j ..,, ·._; 
-1,..., ~-.• .1 • 
'· -
the doltish braggarts or Plautus and Terence n ( p. L;.2S). He 
saves himselr by his wit rather than by his sword like 
Falstaff, and he too is "ludicrously"' cons c. io;:s" of his bulk. 
Also, Trasmaco is well on in years but attracted 
is Falstarr" (p. 426). Most interesting or all, Trasmaco 
"saves*'himself f'rom a threatened beating by falling to the 
earth," and then later recording "tr1.at he was helpless 
against the 100 enemies who had attacl{ed 11.im" (p. 425). 
The traditionalists f'ind many and varied sources for the 
creation or Falstarf in past stace practices. Most see a 
connection between Sir John and the clo· .. 1n or fool. J. 
Monaghan concedes that Falstaff has some similarities with Sir John Oldcastle of The Farr:.ous ~victories of :ien.r-v V, bttt 
- -believes that Derrick, tr1e cJ_o1-1n of ·that pln:r, r,.,as t~r~1::_y 
the original ror Sir John. 16 Monaghan finris similn~:!..~1es 
in speech habits of Derrick and B'alstaf .. f and implies that 
''Falstaff's t eleven buckram men gro~ •. ;n out of' two t mn,7 have ... 
42 
been suggested, in its extravagance at least, by Dirr"\.~:~;,:rs 
remark that he was four or five times slain" (p. 357). This \ 
scene in both dramas contains idehtical tricl<s of playing the part of' the bloody soldier. "Derrick se..id t·:··:.at ever;_r day 
when he went into the field he would take a s tra"'"t r1,n 1 :~:nrt1s t it into his nose and make his nose bleed so that when the 
captain saw him he would say 'Peace, a bloody soldier,' and bid him stand aside. Falstaff improved on this, !~or ·..rt·1.~le he hacked his own sword with his dagger, he persua -1e Ii his com-
panions 1 to tickle their noses with speargrass to make them bleed'" (p. 35?). 
Also, "Derrick and John Cobbler witness the scene where Hal gives the Chief Justice a box on the ear, and they are so 
I 
~ 
' 
I 
• . ::,, 
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diverted by it that Derrick says to John 'Thou shalt be my Lord Chief' Justice, and thou shalt sit in the chair and I'll be the young Prince, and hit thee a box o~ the ear,' and the 
scene is re-enacted by the clowns" (p. J58) • 
prototype of' the scene in which Hal and ~·1 alsta~f pla:r the king, "with the chair f'or his state , " says >~onap:h nn. 
Levin L. Schucking also sees Falstn.!~!"' rts i1 
clown. 17 "To be vJitty himself' and to stirm..1late la ~1 p:r1 te r and '· , 
wit in others is the business of the clown. Indeed, Falstarr is not principally a swaggerer and t)l11ster(~r a:J some mis-
guided literary critics would have him be, ·ot1t is th.£! rr-1.ne,:e 
and grand master of' all dramatic clo'.-1ns, and belongs to tr1e dramatic tradition which makes the clo\-1n t11e center of the 
comic underplot ••• " (p. 33). 
Falsta:rf is the epitome of the evolution "ot: the English 
stage-:rool rrom a crude type li1-:e the countF'J simpleton to a 
super-clown," says Asa S. Small in "The Strr,1:~ ::~1re of 11al-
staf'f'1 s Humor" {SAB, 7, 1932, 114). And Robert P. Utt.er 
sees Falstarr as the wise fool, in complete control of the 
action at all times • 18 Fa1staf':f lmo1.a1s al}- a.1.onp; what is happening at Gadshill and in the tavern scene .,,.1h:Lc:1 !"c~J.~c, • .,s, 
says Utter. "Is Falsta.ff a :fool that he does not lmow -r..1hat 
they are up to? And would he be Falstaff~ if he did not allow them to make their own game that he might beat thern at it" (p. 162)? 
The most careful working out of the link between Pa1at&.rr 
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and the stage rool is provided by John w. Draper. 19 He 
believes that Falstarr•s meetings with the Prince reflect 
"the Elizabethan fool and butt of the fooler·y of others, who 
appears both in the life and in the the2tre of the age" (p. 4.53). The Elizabethan :fool delighted in the f'rtiits, 
wines and other pleasures of living and so does Falstaff"', 
says Draper. His flare :for :fine clothes and the social rank 
that they indicate and the "arfected airs and gre.c:c·3" the.t he 
adds to these are contrasted by his "cowardly braggn.:.iocio." 
The role of the comic lover, the songs, the j oke:J, o, f which 
he himself' is of'ten the victim, were also c c>n--1en +.:,Ions of the 
fool. On stage., the .fool seldom uses blank verse or exr!lted 
discourse. He speaks in prose or doggerel rhyme and Falstaff 
likewise uses prose. Falstaf.f is the fool 0 in his use of 
fictitious anecdote and parody, in his ludicrous 
and monologues, in his keen repartee, and in the 
ancs t:,onr1es . 
.. 
SCllrrilOtlS 
names that he f'oists on those about himn (p. 259). Para,dox 
and oxymoron were common places of the fool's repertt)J:~o. 
Falstaff's lines are filled with ironic contradiction such 
as 11 rascalliest sweet young prince? n Finall:t, ~als taff' s 
lapse into a "mock seriousness" wb.ich has 11 beerL ciecer1"t::tve to 
some moderns" d..s merely another characteristic of' tr1e fool. 
E. C. Wilson does not see Falstaff as specifically a 
clown or a rool, but rather as a ntool of tr1e purely comic,• 20 a comic device .• His world is the "native habitat of 
neither cowardice nor courage enters it." As a comic 
,.,. , o~s· • L, -
... 4 ~ f 
iii'. 
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implement, Falstaf'f' points out the absurdities of the serious 
characters and their conventions of honor and respectability. 
The problem is, says Wilson, that Fals ta. r1~ forge ts his own 
absurdity. ''Held in defiance of li f'e t s s ·ni f'+- ·i Yi c" n n , ,,.,..,1 1 :. t- 1 nle _ --. V .._....._Ji. .... >---.. (.....__. .11, Ji. .._.i .t .. --. .. V.,..... ~~ 
. 
needs, the comic stance becomes itself a 'convention,' itself 
absurd beside those changing manifold needs" (p. 3S2). 
Sir John is not a man and therefore should not be judged 
by human values of right and wrong, honor or c oway,ciic e, 
believes Wilson. "He is primarily a comic device or con-
. 
traption, his metier stage plays that refract rather than 
ref'lect our li:re, slipping free, to our abid~~-rto· rielJqht and 
refreshment, o:r the noose of all our conventions for irrespon-
sible momentary existence ••• " (p.354). 
* 
When Falstarr is not clowning he is busy securing food 
and drink. He has the remarkable abili t7f of living high on 
very little. His subsistence depends largely 11pc,n h.is :"raud-
ulent promises of repayment, yet there is another side of Sir 
John which is very close to the Plautine Parasite. John w. 
Draper points out that he .flatters, faw·ns, btiffons, 1a 
the object of his patrons tricks, and even rails agatrt~J ~ tr:ose 
that keep him in rood as the Plautine Parasite was apt to do~1 
"Food and drink, he deelares, are the bas is of all true man-
hood -- especially drink. Like a true parasite, he protests 
that he cannot grace Shallow 1 s board, and then permits himself 
----------------
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to be induced. His diseases arise apparently from surfeit 
and repletion; and his figure, 'in waist two yards abo11 t' 
reveals the aptness of his contempt1c.:.01J.s r1ic;mame, 1Sir John 
Paunch 1 " ( p. 39 3) • Falstaff lives off anv one thn: ~ill ... 
let him, including the Prince, Mistress Quickly, Pnge and 
Ford, and Justice Shallow. The parasite role not onl:; fi ta 
Falstaff, but explains why the Prince ultimstely rejects 
him.22 
* 
John W. llr:'aper, who argues convincingly on whichever 
stand he takes, later found Falstaff the ttphlegmatic rnnn." 23 
The phlegmatic man "as befitted his sloth, was soft of' flesh 
and usually fat •• 
• • The cold moist aualitv 
,. 
moreover, lacking in vital heat, made the blood slow so that 
.the veins were large; and the phlegmatic man also was either 
bald ••• or had soft hair. Such, above all others, is 'fat 
Falstaff,' whose archi tectual amplitude is emphas :.z.e i . ,--,,. ~-olf" ~"-,;' ·, 
" 
'.v, . .r .. , 3. 
. ,, I 
... .-
tiny page'' (p. 31). Draper .feels one so fat and so pr~11ee:mat1c 
could not have been a hero to the Elizabethan audience. 
U. C. Knoeprlmacher sees much the same conne·--t:~on be..-
tween Falstaf'f' and phlegmatic humor (which correspon:is to 
water or moisture and coldness). 24 Sir John is lazy, sleepy 
and ''.fat-witted with the drinkinr.: of old sack. n He and his t-' 
men are "governed as the sea is, by our noble 
mistress the moon, under whose countenance we stand.n He ia 
.. 
-~~----, - --.. - --- - - -····-- - . -- - --
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the leader o.f the "moon's men" and the mock opposite or 
Hotspur. "Falsta.ff' shuns the heat of battle as much as the 
protents o.f hell.fire on Bardolph's burninr no3e. His 'instinc-
tive I coldness, howe,ver, prolongs his life on earth" ( p. It 09). {.,,! 
Sir John 1 s element may be water, but it is not to bathe in. 
It is to drink in the rorm or wine. 
* 
Historically and traditionally Falsta:rf is the culmination 
or readily available types. He is easier to if we 
understand the times and the conditions, es pee ia::.1:.- the condi-
tions of' the soldier. Furthermore, a knowledge of the tradi-
tional stage t~es like the braggart, the clown, and the 
parasite helps to illuminate his actions on the stage. 
Shakespeare had plenty of material to draw from and used i~ 
unhesitantly and wisely. 
~-
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Morality and Mythical Schools of Criticism 
At the same time that the historical-trarii tional critics 
were finding Sir John in the Elizabetha..1'1 sol,iier, or stn_r.. !q!'d 
clown, miles gloriosus, or parasite, other critics were \ln-
eovering what they believe is the inf1~1ence of the medieval 
morality play upon Henry IV, Part 1. and Par., t 2:. 
is a convenient term used to describe plays tt, d . ' oase 1J.oon tne .. 
conflict of abstractions and ideas, virtues and vices per-
sonified. nl This type o.f play is not dire c. tl:r con:~ erne d w1 th 
history, but rather constructed to reveal is s·.1es cone n !"Y'!() d. 
with moral conduct and salvation. The morality plays or 
,Morals as they are someti.mes called involve themselves with 
three basic themes: 2 
1) The Coming of Death, and man's preparation for the f'inal hour, the art or dying of the rnerlievnl chi.1rch. 
2) The Debate of the 1-Ienvenl:f ~l irt1-1es, r-:ercy and Peace against Justice and Truth for the soul or man after death. 
3) The Con:rlict o:f Vices and Virtues over the soul ot man. 
Theme three is the most common and most basicall~Y dramatic • ... 
The central character (Mankind, Yo1..1th, Ever:.~n.n, etc.) is 
:fought over or must choose between a Vice character or g.roup 
of' Vice characters and a Virtue character or group or Virtue 
characters. 
48 
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The interlude, a dramatic form which begins to appear in 
the early years of the sixteenth centur,y, 
secularized version of the morali t·\, Plav. 3 CE.1ar·ac ters from ,.,· - , ••• r 
real life take over the roles of the alle[~orLc r11)s·,:,~~~tct:tons, 
and entertainment as well as enlightenment become ru: .~r:r,0r-
tant goal. As early as 1918, Sir Arth11r Quiller-Cot;.cr: had 
noticed a thematic connection bet,..1een tr1e I:enr~r I'I plays and 
the interlude.4 Prince Hal is a "scapegrace" nc·.~o:- :~n;.c~ to 
Quiller-Couch, and he must choose betv1een Hotspur, "' chr~l-
lenging him to honour," and Falstaff, "all that is sensual." 
Gradually, other critics began tc, add to Q:,:;::..i.ler-Couch 1 s 
interpretation. J. W. Spargo actually calls Falsta~~ n ccm-
bination Gluttony and Lechery, the Chief Justice ~virtue, the 
Prince "the bone o:r contention. 11 .5 Robert Law writes that the 
Falstarf o:f Part g "seems the lineal descer1dant o:~ c;:.l1t-tony 
and Lechery, int,ensified more than ever; of Slotr1, in !1is 
tardiness to fight; of' avarice, in his financial (iealings 
with the Hostess, the drafted solcliers an(l ?<aster Shallow; 
of' Pride·, in his talk i1rnnediately before his fall. nb La\.,, 
like Spargo and Quiller-Couch, positions the Prince in the 
middle and the Chier Justice to the right. 
Of the f'ive "Deadly Sins" listed by Law, John w. Shirley 
and J. Wilson McCutchen ( in separate articles) argt1e that 
Falstarr is most assuredly Gluttony. Shirlev comoares Sir ... . 
John to "Gula" the Gluttony of the Seven :D2:-1cll::- Sins who 1a 
characterized as "deformed in body, huge beyond nattira.: size• 
• 
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so 
always eating and drinking. ,,7 Gula frequently had a mug in 
his hand like Sir John, and he suffered with many of the same 
physical ailments Falstaff complains of. Savs Shirle-v, 
.., "" 
"Falstaff's age, his constantly-emphasized i'ntnes~J, his 
inordinate love of sack and fine foods, his attempts to 
undermine the morals of Prince }Ial, his rejection at the 
hands of Hal, his treatment in 
all oo1nt 
• 
to the conclusion that he 
convention already over a century and a half ol::1 11 ( p. 287) • 
McCutchen, on the other hand, 
a replica or Gluttony in Medwall's 
Fn15+-nf1'f" 18 u-. t..u .... 
f dn .p .p d dri k d 1 i, I ~ 1 • 
-. • 
on ess .i.or .LOO , n an s __ eep; oo~c:-: c11.srege .. rc! tno pas-
sing of time; both nap on chairs or benches; botr .. car~y a 
bottle as a weapon into 1.Jar; both avoid ,711.r~~~tro; an:-i ·r1otc.h have 
a proclivity to taverns which promise food 
(p. 214). Both also speak 1·1ith zest, with fran.kness as to 
their positions in life. 
Morality :figures continued to be well known during 
Shakespeare's time and many were still performing on the 
stage. Marlowe's Dr. Fat1stus even inclt1d.es a pare.de of tile 
Seven Deadly Sins. These characters were as vi vi ~t a.s any 
figure of speech could have been, and a Glt1tton~f or Avarice 
merely by appearing upon the stage brought to mind all the 
evil associated with him. or all such figt~res, tk1e Devil 
and the Vice were the most popular i-ri th Shal{esper:.~(~ 
fellow dramatists. The devil, a descendant from the miracle 
• j 
3 • 
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plays, where he was the awe-inspiring enemy of man, became a 
serio-comic character, a brag0 art, a dt1pect and baffled schemer 
in the morality plays. His constant corr1pru1·ion is the '11.ce, 
who little by little rids himself of his devilish and 
becomes a "jolly, witty mischief maker." 
day he was orten adorned with the court fool's dress, but 
still carried the traditional 11 dagger of lath" 
and in some instances he was actually dragged of:~ to :1ell on 
the devil's back. Kathrine H. Gatch, aware of the 1/ice 
tradition, believes that Falstaff himself who '1 threatens to 
beat Hal out of his kingdom with a dagger of lath" is the 
Vice of the Henry IV plays.9 Gatch reminds us that Hal 
actually calls Falstaff "that reverend Vice, that grey 
iniquity, that rather ru~rian, that vanity in years." These 
phrases are filled with dramatic associations." "•Vanity' 
recalls the abstractions of the moralities; 'Iniqt1i ty' is the 
name of the Vice in King 03.rius and Even 1 " ' t ' ...,_ ... [ . r , I""' . .,....._ • '. . ' • .( J • ' • ' ~-__._ ... - . ._- .all.. .. 
toasted Manningtree ox was probably associated in Sha.1-::espee .. re's 
mind with the business of moral plH.ys, for at Ma.nningtree the 
old play_s were still being enacterl" (p. 31). 
a Vice solves the problem of the rejection, believes Gatch. 
The audience would not have wasted sympathy upon him. 
As we can see, finding morality pla:r e lemer_ ts in the 
Henry IV plays was not a. new idea when John L>over "Wilson 
rirst published The Fortunes of }'als taff in 1943, but this 
work must be considered the most complete study of such 
....._ __ 
-
' 
t .. 
S2 
in~luences upon the creation o'f' Falstaff, Prince Hal, etc. 10 
Wilson asserts {perhaps more emphatically then his irrL~ediate 
forerunners) that the Prince and not the "Fat Knight" is the 
technical center of' the play. 11 Prince Hnl is cul le 1 \1pc,n, 11 
says Wilson, "to make a choice between Vanity anci Cioverr~mi~nt, 
taking the latter in its accepted Tudor meaning, which in-
cludes Chivalry or prowess in the fleld, the theme of Pa_rt 1, 
and Justice, which is the theme of Part r::" (p. 17). 'rhose 
abstractions are brought to lire in the prominent characters: 
''Falstaff typifying Vanity in 
Ct1ivaJ_ry, of the old anarchic kind, 
sc~rtse of the "word, l'!ots our 
" +- ' ana vne .-, ' . ,·~ I I ., ' .-- • \.j .. ' ' , ' "' ...., .. ·,~. . ...... 
the Rule of' Law or the new ideal of service to the state" 
(p. 17). 
.. 
This is a play about human salvation, and, according to 
Wilson., it can be shown in either of two 
ically, by means of miracle plays, 1t1hich in the Corpt1s Christi 
cycles unrolled before spectatorsr eyes the whole scheme of 
salvation •• 
• • (2) 1 1 i 11 b 
.p_ 
-1t or a _egor ca y, y means o~ moral~ y 
plays, which exhibited the process of salvation in the 1nd1-
vidual soul on its road between birth and death •• 
• • In both kinds the rorces of iniquit~, were al~~o",.:ecl f'l1ll play 
upon the stage, including a good deal of horse-plny, provided 
they were brought to nought, or safely locked up in Hell, at 
the end" (pp. 17-18). 
The soul to be saved is quite obviously Prince Hal's. 
There is a dramatic connection between the Prince and tne 
-. 
';~--·'-=·~---- .... - .. _ -- -- --- - -- -- ·-. -~- - - -- -- ' .. 
Prodigal Son, a remnant of' early Latin Drama, Wilson be-
lieves.11 The Prodigal growing restless, would demand his 
.53 
allowance, leave home and .falJ. into rioto,1s living. Pinally. 
af'ter several scenes and degrees of this type of life, he 
would return home and be .forgiven by his .father. Prince Hal, 
like the Prodigal, flees the court in .favor o.f the tavern. He 
sins "against Chivalry, against Justice, against his ~ather, 
against the interests or the crown 
• • • by t~ri ttering O" "n "lil'tl' icl,_ ... 1:::r.. '!!' 
.... 
his time and making himself cheap" (p. 24). 
Falstaf'f' is trying to capture Pr-inc e !ial' s soul. Palstatt 
is much like Riot of' the interludes, Wilson SUf?fnsts. "Riot, 
like Falstaf'f', commits robbery on the highway; l!ke Fals::nff, 
jests immediately af'terwards with his young .friend on the sub-
ject or hanging; and like Falsta.f.f, . . ' lnv ., - ·- 0 • ~l...,t;~, :1irr: to s oend the 
.. 
stolen money at a tavern ••• " (p. 19). Sir John ' ., i ' ji 'il ,1 \ 3 ..,._ •-, ,.,.. · · .... es 
' J . .1,t. 4. "- • ,.,..__ .... r II" I ·._ , _ ' 
.. 
"reasting and good cheer" as well as "the shifts, subtert"ciges, 
and shady tricks that decayed gentlor:-,en 11r:.·i soldiers Wftre put 
to ir they wished to keep arloat and 
in the London underworld of' the late sixteenth century" (p. 25). 
Hal and Falstaf'f' taken together become a type of "compoa-
ite myth," a new morality play with the theme of the madcap 
prince growing into an ideal king (p. 22). The Elizabethan 
audience wouldhave :f'ound it f'illed with meaning and they 
would have known that in the end Falstaff would have to be 
rejected.· 
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The 1."irst interchange between Hal and Falstaff helps 
establish their respective positions. Falstaff asks, "liov 
Hal, what time of day is it, lad? 11 ~he P~~Tire ~esn··nd·s• ... ..... ..Jl.,,...-..1<.~ .... __ .,,.. ' 0 • 
.. 
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Wilson points 
( = ' 
out, this is a concise abstrnct 
ii, 2-13) 
Falstarf's lire. He is not concerned with time. n 1fhe clock, 
that is to say, symbol of regt1lari ty, register of h1_1.me.n 
duties, controller of' the world's bt1siness, has r:o relevance 
whatever" to Falstaff (p. 37). 
question "When thou art king • 
Also in this scene, the 
• • " is continuallv on 
-Falstaff's lips. It will be answere ci 1Je ~·ore the drama is 
f'inished, and Wilson maintains that Iial' s sol' 1 oc~~~· ....... ..... ....... . 4 ........ ' 
~ ~ 
orf as to the answer. It is a convention to con'(,e .. r 
... ,. 
- . ' tne 
audience the general drift o.f the ft ct ion and not meant to 
be callous or hypocritical. H 1 ... j .. ~ . , ~ r a s no \l l. r n c1 t D e , ·t1 ! ;:.~ n ,:r ~ o r 11,,.) ~ ·' 
what Shakespeare makes him do "for technirc~l reasons. n The 
over-all impact of the fir:~t interchange should reveal to 
us that (1) Falstaff is not really fit cor.1pr1n:, .. for a king, 
and (2) that eventually he will be rejected. 
mind, Wilson contends that the audience can sit back and 
enjoy the fun and riot of' Part ].. 
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Part _g is the ''triumph of Justice, that is the princ 1.plea 
of good government, in the breast of the heir to the tr1ro·ne 
••• 
1
' (p. 74). Most of' the str11gr;le actt1ally takes place 
bet_:ween Falstaff and the Lord Chief· Justice. 
'speech or the play belongs to the king, who awakens to find 
his crown missing and charges the Prince with treachery: 
Harry the Fifth is c r 01.-Jr1 e cl l ,_1p, v ~-r-~ ~t t: :t ! Down royal state! 2,_J_J_ yo11_r s.c:_:;·-c; cc·~.raellers, hencel And to the Englisr1 c:01-1-rt, [tS~::JCt''.'._'J_c, t'.C) 1 • .; From ever,- re -i~ crn ap-=· Q o '7-. ·1 , ; ·; n f~ r~, ,~ r- t ./ G~ ~ , ( e .:.:i .• 
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We can see what would have happened if Prince 1 -· --: r1c1 ...... : cnosen 
Falstaff and Vanity instead of the Lord Chief Justice. It 1a, 
according to Wilson, a glimpse of hell in morality terms. 
When Falsta:f.f cries "the laws of England are at m:t 
mandment," we should instantly remember the king's words. 
* 
Bernard Spivack agrees with Wilson, and finds allegor-
ical ''innards" in Falstaff. 12 Glt1ttony, Bodily Lust, Pride• 
and Vice all contribute to his make up, 9..ncl "tr"1e r<.)bbery at 
Gadshill, the tavern frolics, Doll Tearsheet meretrix, the 
endless jests about hanging, the antinomy of Falstaff and the 
56 
Lord Chier Justice are all stock motifs of action, dialogue 
and 'character' in the moralities" (n. 90) • ... 
Falsta:f:f is that Shakespeare gave this "personif"ica tior1, or 
set of cognate personifications" a local habitation and name. 
Allegory is, in a sense, overlaid b:; his to2:.,:,r, t):t ac tue.l 
events. Falstarr fluctuates. He is at one moment a co.nrd 
and a liar, and the next moment he is Sir John, honornlJ1e and 
brave lmight. He is not a humE:.n~ be:Lng, anci i1e is not 11moral-
ly unified nor self-consistant.n 
he is ·not one. The Elizabethans, "habitt1ated tt1e 1 r t I"\ a..ns -
itional stage to hybrids of this sort," were not si1ocke(j at 
Falsta:r:r• s combinational character, but n\.;er"e cornr:Ietely at 
home with the double image and double sentiment" (p. 2(Jli). 
Finally, E. }'I. \rJ. Tillyard combines several of the above 
views in his discussion of the history plays. 1 3 He too seea 
Hal being tested in Part 1 for 
virtues. He must choose between Sloth or \'anity nncl Ct1.!.vnlry 
to which he is drawn by his rather. "The action is comoli.c:~ated • by Hotspur and Falstaff, who stand for tr1e excess and the ,je-
feat of the military spirit, 
honour. Thus the Prince, as well as being ?·:e~~~ni!'icence in a 
·Morality Play is Aristotle's middle quality between two 
·extremes" ( p. 265) • 1.4 
In Part 2 Hal is tested in his civil virtues. He h,as to -
choose between ''Disorder or i'-1isrule 11 and "Order and Justice." 
As :far as the rejection goes, Tillyard holds that the Prince 
.. .,,._. 
"is aloof' and Olympian from the start and never treats Falstaff any better than his dog •• 
• • It is not the prince who deceives, it is Fals ts_t~f who deceives himself' by wishful thinking" (pp. 271-272). 
S7 
Falstaff, according to Tillyard, "is the epitome of the Deadly Sins at war with law and order. And he fulfils .. 11 .... n .. 1s • \; i f'unction] not only through delightf\11 humn.n action bt1t through precise and academic symbolism. 
important because, being traditional as well as ucnc!crnic, it is antique and helps greatly to tl1rn F'\alstaff into the arche-typal character that he is" (p. 287). 
* 
The morality critics believe that the tradition-behind Falstaff has its roots in medieval church tlrama. i ".-' , .. ,0 ... ~-, ,("" • A .. . . • . ' ", " ' • r: ....... ·l.,,i ... ~-..,t -«._r.-'_,.n 
.cc~ secularized by Shakespe8.ret s time, the message is still 
essentially religious; Falstaff is . . d r C! J c· (~ t: f: '·· so thnt l/irtue can succeed. The rejection is 
lnst1re 
• ne c es s ar"'tr :.n .. C. "" .-·~ r.. ..,., ~· ·O· .- .. \. _;. -w.. '\,J 
sarety and order in the realm. The m""rthical critics also .... believe that Falstaff must be rejectecl in order to instrre sarety and order in the realm. The re 1 .1." n -t ,,.-.;. • ~ f'"! ~ 7~ J._ \.) &,. .J (.' · .. ., +-o. "n +- ·n e y· .·' . .I.._, V ., !.: 'i.,, find in Falstaff is, however, of a much oljer nature. It goes back to the idea that the king, as God's representative, is responsible for the crops and tl1t1s tt1e i,.1011 be :tng of the society. When the king is bad, everyone s11ft~ers. ~~10 only 
remedy is to destroy the bad king, and thus destroy tt1e bad 
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times. Falstafr is not a Vice to the Mythical critics, but 
·a king of the underworld whose life closely parallels and 
rinally becomes entangled in the life of t·ne real king, 
Henry IV. Sir John's rejection is ritualistic. 
Falstarf drinks and eats in royal fashion. The sack, 
however, does not make him dr1J.n1'·:. 0 . t n .... r1 4-A t.J ... e C Ont~ !'1 l"'..,f. - .. ~,:.\.-.. .. ,, his 
• 
genius "springs fresher and li ·velier f'rom rirnt1ght • rt$ .r-. ~.; r--;• .,, - "."' ,~ r), ~. • ,J • ..._... - • .... .., ·.._.,,_,,/ ' • ' 
Hl.. s a.ri· nk-ing can be v 1· e't·Ie d as B ac ch" c in nn ·•· ·: ~ ,-,p ~1 e~ ·1. ""' ·' ... ..., ·.:- s ..1.. V: ...L. (..,_., V '--"'"' A .,,,,,, J • • --· • di. ....... .,_ .... "" "ii!c -.,_..J 
like a god, whole hogsheads • 16 Food, on the other hancl, !1.as 
had its effect. Falstarf's excessive . ~ . , !' e ·1 .~ t·r -.... ..... t- ... .;. l, 
f. ·' r1nd size n.re 
continually spoken of by others and b~r F1 n~s taf~f~ r11.ms c: ~,. To 
the mythical critics, Falstafr' s appetites do not s~1.~~es t 
gluttony, but sacrifice. He seems to be "some vast crenture 
singled out from the herd and denicated to a ::.~,;:·h f~,·,:-::~i.vnl."17 
J. I. M. Stewart not only finds certain 
implications in the relationship bet,-1een Prince ~1al and 
Falstaf'f ( Chapter I), but also bel:Leves tr1ere is a mythical 
1 p connection between the two as well ..... -> When. ~ h n· lre SD. (''lo n. r .... r:· MO 1res • ._, .... "t... r... C o· -• ~ b .. ~ .. --" ... ,' ~ \I .•• ,ob "' 
_ ... 
Falstaf'f' die " 1 ev 1 n just betwecne Twelve and, One, e~1 1 n nt the 
turning o 1 the' Tyde, 1 he is touch1ng a S\1r>i~!'St1tion, im-
memorial not only along the east coast of· E~r1,=;lnnr1 ••• but 
in many other parts of the world e .. s welltt (p. 137). The 
myth involved, according to Ste1 • .rn.rt, is one of sect1ring a 
new ''fertility in the earth." Before the son c:-1.n t.ni,:i:~ the 
throne he must kill his father. Hal kills F'alstr1t'f', tile 
father-substitute, instead, because Falstaff, by playing tbe 
• 
-.- ··--·-c::--".,-- ~--~-----.-..-----~-- ~-
.. 
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king in the tavern and by establishing a father-son relation-
ship, actually takes on the guilt and sin of I:Ienr""',r .1. V • .. Th.us, 
"Falstaff is in the end the dethroned and sacrificed king, 
the scapegoat as well as the sweet beef. 
Bacchic, so splendidly with the l-1aenads D:>11 and ~·~istress 
Quickly a creature of' the wine-cart and the cymbal, so fit a 
sacrif'ice (as Hal early discerns) to the lard the lean, the 
barren earth, is of' that primitive and magical \..;orl 1 ~:pon 
which all art, even if with a profound unconsclot1sr1e,ss, 
draws" (p. 139). Stewart maintains that all true drama 
penetrates through representative fictic,n to the cor"'d1t1cn 
o.f myth. 
Like Stewart, Philip Williams believes that the psycho .. 
logical link between Hal and Falstaf':f is t'lmdamental to a 
mythical approach. 1 9 Henry IV' s domain is a 11wn:.:: ._:,-~ln~.: i'', 
says Williams. "Under the rule of an infirm and gt1i: t:r k1.ng, 
England has become diseased ••• n (p. 363). 
and Falstaff reflect the disease. T .t ... 0 exp.1.ave 
Richard's murder and thus to lessen disease in 
Henry IV plans a pilgrimage. Unfortunate l:r he riies be :"ore 
any such pilgrimage can take place. There !'ore, F!enry V will 
be plagued by the same guilt of his .father ·:Jn 1. es.::~ :1e c nn oe r--
• 
.form a sacririce. Williams notes that Falstaff is the "only 
surficient object" for sacrifice, not only for what he repre~ 
sents, but also because of his similar i t:r to 0~1e king and h1a 
relationship to Hal. During the rejection scene, Falstaff 
.. 
· .. 
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calls Hal nMy king, my Jove." This is no accident says 
the son who dcooses .. 
Williams, "for Hal is FalstaI'f's Jove, 
his king-father, old Satu~rn" (p. 365). Hal himself had made 
the identification earlier; ttrt was Jo,,e' s ca3 e, n i1e com:ienta 
as he puts on a leather jerkin to sp:r on I4'alstai·r 
Saturn and Venus, as he calls them. 
· Ir ...... ···' .I!~ anc1 . ,_, _ ..... 
Falstaff's fracted and corroborate heart is itself sug-
gestive or mythic sacririce. A .. , . p ~ ' ·1 .... A . ·, . . • i ·. . . «-t •- '°" s an en ..... L,nt:~ o .... ns .se ... J __,,,.e .. 
word ''Martlemas" in describing Sir John. Williams rc,minds 
us that J. D. Wilson had exDlained that Martlemas was the 
f'east of St. Martin, which fell on 1'Io~.rernl)e:~ 11, t:1e day that 
the beasts were slaughtered and prepared for winter. "In 
calling him a 'Martlemas 1 Pains is at once likening Falstaf~'• 
enormous proportions to the pro(liga.l l t:.- of f'resl1-killed meat 
•• ·" (p. 364). Williams thinks it interest.tn;:· n11(1 st1g-, 
~- ~ gestive that it is not until the death of Falstn!~!· r1ns been 
reported that Henry V deliver"ls his 1.~amous nOnce more i.nto the 
breach" oration. He has at last become t'ree of guilt and 
now can be truly the 11 hero-king." 
I.f Shakespeare is structuring his work on the r1tual1at1c 
theme of death and revival as Ste'f...iart £1.nd. ~,·lilliams suggest, 
·his plan must have been the result of' North-
rop Frye believes that it was, and that this study centered 
upon Plautus and Terence. 20 Further, Sha,l{espeare saw in tile 
comedy o:r Aristophanes a green world ~ .. ;:-lich suggested the 
victory o:r summer over winter and this became the model for 
---------~~·~ 
-- -
' 
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his comedies. Falstarr in The Marn Wives of Windsor is 
actually the victim of an "elabor:::t~e ritualn to cie!'eat winter. Says Frye, "Falstaff must have felt that, after being thro,vn 
. into the water, dressed up as a witch a..nd 
house with curses, and finally supplied , .. 1ith a bea!Jt 1 s l1ead 
and singed with candles ••• he had done about all that 
could reasonably be asked or any f'ertil:Lt:r s;>iritn (p. 91). 
In the Henry IV plays the green world moves into ~he 
''red and white world" of history. The passing of the reign 
of power .from Richard to Bolingbro1{e represents 11 a brea.ki,ng 
o:r the. connection between human society a."'1.,j the cosmic order. 
and consequently the deposing of Richard creates a pastorn.l 
myth." 21 Falstaff in these plays nis a mock king, a. Lorri of 
Misrule, and his tavern is Saturnalia." 22 
world or history, "throws his gigantic shadow 
Henry." Morally the Prince makes the right decision in 
rejecting Falstarr. It is not, ho,.;e-:1er, a comic resoltitlon. 
Falstafr might not live in a golden world, 
as long as we remember it we cannot :forget that the world of Henry y_ is an iron one. 23 
c. L. Barber has made extensive additions to Frye'• 
theories. Barber, too, sees "the gay comedy" of~ r1er1~, .... - .: 11 aa 
Saturnalian.24 Writes Barber, the "implications of' a 
saturnalian attitude are more liTast-1 ca\l:r and completely 
expressed in Henry IV than anyv:here else, beca,::sc~ 
• 
Saturnalia is presented along with other kind5 of experience, 
.. 
" 
l 
I 
.:~ 
--· , . 
• I 
--- ------·-- - --.- ,, ··--
in an environment, so that Shakespeare dramatizes not only 
holiday but also the need f'or holiday and the need to limit 
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holiday" (p. 148). The traditional r1olida.,.,s - Shrove Tues-
.. ,., 
day, May Day, Midsummer Eve, Christmas --
archetypal -attitudes of' pleasure and good times. The aues-
.. 
tion in the Henry IV plays is not whether 11 !-fal will be good 
or bad but whether • • • his holiday ·will become his every-
day" as it did with Richard II. Hal's r1:!jection 
says Barber, is impersonal, "not merely political but ritual 
in character. After the guilty reig;n of ~3olingbroke, the 
prince is making a f'resh start as the new king. At n level 
beneath the moral notions of personal reform, we can see a 
nonlogical process of' purification by sacrifice - the sacl"'i-
fice of Falstarr" (p. 151). 
Barber contends that Falstaf'f is synonymous with holi-
day or carnival. Part I is the reign o.f carnival, Part 2 is 
--- -
carnival's trial. "To put Carnival on trial, run him out of 
town, and burn or bury him is in f'olk custom a way a:: 
ing by ritual, the attitudes and impulses set loose by 
ritualn (p. 1.58). When Prince Hal turns on Falstaff during 
the battle of' Shrewsbury with 11Whatl is't a time 
dally now?" he shows that he is not about to let 
'n· 01 • ···1n-
. . 
' I '. ,, ' ·•. V ...... ... .. __ , ~
... 
come everyday, and 0 it contributes to establishing the prince 
as an inclusive sovereign. nature" (p. 149). 
By turning upon Sir John, "as the villagers turned on 
their Mardi Gras," Prince Hal can extricate himself from tbe 
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6) 
sins and "bad luck'' 0£ his father's and of Richard's reign. Falstaff is then, a Lord of Misrule rigure, "brought up, so 
., 
to speak :Crom the country to the city, or from the trarii t1ona.l past into the changing present. He becomes O n . ~ 
the mouthpiece not merely for the dependent holiday 
which is endemic in a traditional society, but also 
:1. . ·, ---. '. ,.. .-,. -t. r1 ... . . ..,. .. ,• 
- , H.;. .~ .... _,, .... . e 
for a dangerously self-sufficient everyday s1tept i ~ ism n ( p. 15t.3,). Shakespeare, according to Barber, "uses a primitive 
to meet a modern challenge" (p. 158). 
* 
nrocedure .. 
Both the morality and mythical critics believe that Fal-
staf'f''S: rejection is ultimately necessary. By entangling him.-
self' with the moral and the politic2:.l and the Jomestic nroblem.a. . ~ or the Prince, he becomes highly susceptible to 
. To both groups he is sinful and the opposite of~ 1'..zhut :a necos-
sary to maintain stability in the society. He is significant because his mere presence shows the need for kingly restraint • 
IV 
New Directions 
There are of' course many twentieth century critics who 
do not f'it neatly into "schools" of' criticism. ~ ·O·me· nir r *i rt v - '". . • ·.~ """ .,..,. 
Falstaf'f' altogether, others try to straddle many interprets-
tional positions at the same time, 
keys to investigation. To begin with, 
,r ..,_ ~ l ., 
a..) Lt -~ ~ ~--
t:-:.ere 
,·' •- f~ e· T' .,. o.. r_ .,. e.· -"- n e v·. ... t, ~ .. . ... ~ " ., ~ • 
' !1 f.13 .--, I=\ t".\ '!""'.-
'" ' ·, __ ,, ,,,-c' ... ~ 
and steady de-emphasis on "character" criticism in thls 
century. This de-emphasis is quite readily apparent in some 
of' the traditional views already reviewed. A r:.r)".-1 concentra-
tion upon such things as language and rhythm, 
world picture; dramatic structure and theme, and then trical 
history and dramatic impression is be.Ln;; rccomnenried. 
Obviously, the smallest part 
Dle. ... { 
.. .. . is 
the single written letter. It is the combination o~ .. 
letters into words, words into grouoings with nauses 
-- .. ·- ~ 
stops, that is the roundation of 
playwright is trying to express. Intended meru1ing can only 
come through exact usage of the language. There fore, "The 
· total response to a Shakespeare play c.m only be obtained by 
an exact and sensitive study of the quality of the vere>o, of' 
the r:ti~thm and imagery, of' the controlled associations o!' the 
words and their emotional and intelJ ectual f'orce, in short by 
an exact and sensitive study of Shakespeare's hand1inp of 
• • 
,,1 
So says L. C. Knights in his famous essay • • 
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"How Many Children Had Lady Macbeth?" Knights contends that 
a Shakespearean play is primarily a dramatic poerr1. n It ·_: s es 
action, gestures, formal grouping and symbols, and it 
upon the general conventions governing Elizabetha.n plays. 
But, we cannot too often remind Ol1rselves, its er~{i is to 
cormnunicate a rich and controlled experience t)~r means of 
words ••• " (pp. 7-8). Knights believes that !·!orga..nn "more 
than any other man" detoured Shal{esp:_:~nrc.s.n criti.cism "from 
the proper objectives or attention by his 
erences to those aspects of a I character' which Shal-:csnr·nre 
did not wish to show" (p. 22). Knights ar~u0s that "Falstaff 
is not a man, but~ a. choric co1mnentary. 
which Shakespeare 1 s attitude towards the action cr~rs tall 1 zes" (N. p. 21). 
In an article published one year prior to Kn1p:hts', J. D. 
Wilson calls Falsta.ff Shakespeare's "greatest 
Using poetic imagination, Shakespeare created 
n2 comic noe:n . 
.. 
a character r-ree 
of' conventions. We envy him. "He is says 
Wilson> 11 exuberant, intoxicating, irrepressible 
• • • • 
staff, to use the words of a contemporary ••• 'was born :n 
the sea that brought :forth Venus.' The name of the sea is 
Poetry" (p. 89). 
Looking at the Henrx IV plays as dramatic poems as sug-
gested by Knights and vJils on, several other critics find 
that the central poetic theme is "re(ieeminr: +· -t .,.,, e . " u- ..J..,.. J. l;. • Harold 
. :E. Toliver argues that 1n the history plays Shakespeare was , 
\ 
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experimenting with a new type or play, "a fresh artistic form" which combined "provirlential order, pragmatic ool1t1cal ~ 
-concerns, and timeless human impt1lses."3 r,,his e f' "la ..1... n w .... orm 
concerned with the redemptive virtues, or lack r , , 0 .. r-.. n ,-,. l"'.l"'i -- ,..,.,.41,,.,_....~,, and leaves unexplored the more absorbing depths of incli·v iii,ie.l 
motivation that ordinarily occupy tragedy." (p. 69). The purpose of' the action in the Henr~ . .- I'\i is to "'redeem time' { and thus to redeem the times), bot!1 in the of justif'ying 'his tory 1 and in re cone il ing the at1dience to 1 ts historical role ••• " (p. 65). In this light, Falstaff is seen as a "rebel against history." His fai.l 1JI"e 
to make his body furnish-ings mean sovereignty anri th,.1s 
mean "all the world." "Falstaff ts 'trar;ic 1 slaver:r to tirn~, like his comic absurdity is perhaps best inter}):·c: :e :-1 as simply a failure in historical vision, a failure in adjustrn~nt to 
'history'" (p. 69). He is incapable of redeeming time nnd 1a thererore destroyed, .first "symbolicall:_r in moc~-: rejection" 
and finally in actual history. 
J. A. Bryant points out that the last lines or Prince Hal's first soliloquy, "I 1 11 so of'f'encl, to make offence a 
skill;/ Redeeming time when men think least I "wtl:",n are aug-. gestive of Saint Paul's exhortation to the Ephesians.4 Bryant quotes from Saint Paul: 
••• In time past ye walked according to the course or this world, ac2or~in~ tc the p~inco of the P Owe r O ..p the· a 1 r J... ~-) 0 q ,~ ~ y, '~ ~- ~- >1 ' t 
-y, ,-... ' • ~ •• • r,, .,...,, • •. • P •. ·n 
j_ 
_.._ ' l.J ~ ....._ ·....__,., \..,..J 
_: --' . _.__ --. ........ .._,_/ ',,..., ~ :._ <'. !,. ..,..,.. 
.:. -- \ _. i'i I I '··-. •- ., -., ,. _,. •..,f ._ 41. 
in the chi 1 dr en of (11 so :J e ~: .:_ c :r:c cc ; /·_!--: (~ r. ,=· · .. ; :·1 j • rr: n ~: s o we all had our conversation in times past in the lusts 
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of our flesh, fu.lfilling the desires of the flesh and of' the min d ; an ,j 'r.-J e re b y n s t tl r e ::. ·: 1 e '."' : 1 .~ :l : :" ,~. :··. o f W r at h 
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-• fools, but as wise, re~eeming days are evil (5:J.5-16). 
The situations seem remarkably similar, and 11 the antic-
ipated effect of Paul's kind of rer1emption is the ef~ect 
generally sought throughout all three [of Shakesp0nrn's] 
plays, that of order. • • " ( p. 210) • Bryant br~1lev·es that 
Hal tries to "salvage the fat knigr-it. n 'f·I 1 s o t' f' e r o f' .. h e ... -~- ~' . ,.., \.I' .. -
charge of foot is an effort in this direct i c)r1, tJtl t :; ., ... _ - ,,._ r . p 1.3- ·- a- J I --. (.~ ~ '\I ,,. ,:iii- ,*:-
refuses all such attempts. Hal is therefor forcc:,:-1 to reject 
a f'riend "in the name of honor, d1.1ty, and mor"ality: 'I feel 
me much to bl~e/So idly to profane t'ne pre(~ ~Lc'its time, t he 
says, and then 'Falstafr good night' (II. iv. 39C1 -95). 'This 
is where the "hope of reconcilement entis, 11 ac corriing to 
Bryant. ''Between this and the final. •Fall to thy lmees, old 
man ••• How ill white hairs become a fool an,~ jc~ste1", t 
there is no development between these two" (p. 216). 
Hugh Dickinson also feels that the 11 super-object1ve" or 
Henry IV, Part 1 is to redeem time.5 Prince Hal has no 
compulsion to reform "until events directly challen~e :1is 
resolve." This happens when the rebel plot is discovered 
and the king, "openly preferring :1ots::it11., to his own son, 
believes Hal capable of' treachery (p. 35)." At tr1is point, 
resolve come into rocus for Prince Hal: 
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I will redeem all this on Percv 1 s head .,__ And in the c 1 o s "1 n ~ o f s o !"'! e fl c r"' -i c,' : ~3 i n y Be b O 1 d t O +- e 11 ... ~ 01 1 +- 'n .---. ~- i f: r,' ~ - (_· -- 7_ , ..,. . ., r'._ n· V ., .J. U .... -· ;_ .... , -- · _ ·~ • ,. , -
_......_ .,.... l,.. --<~ 
•-
'. 
' When I -\.Ti· l 1 1 r r: .. r, ')--, rs 
---~' -r,-.-r ,- .. -.-. ~- .- ' ~ ._-. ,--,, -.. , I'"· ; 
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- ~ 'I 1' \... ..... l_....._ ......._ t____.a. r ' • . ....._ .. ,. ..... ... _,, I ,. ,_, ,..-. 
,.,,__, ~ 
.• _· ;,,... ft. , And S ~ a i· n my -f () 1/ o 11 r, c: ·i r1 !--. ~---. -- - (, : - - .,.,.. a c ~ .. U - - CA . _._ .._ .__, ~ - - - •j -~• ~- \s,• • , l • • .,;t- r .. ' Which, washed away, sr1all sco\1r r~::t :3r:ume with it. (III. 11. l 
1 ...... ...., "" ...... ) 4':._, t...y,' ... :Ii, 
,_, ,.,. ~ --
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Dickinson believes that Shakespeare "presents no c:,ear-
cut situations, where issues .. Oji • r-
· • ...... n .. ~ n h e t'-.f e en r, e r O e S ,2 ...., r -~ r-1 ~ V Pl w,. ~ • • _ 
. 
and villians" (p. 39). Rather, the circttm~1ta..rices c,r· t!:(! r:.ny 
are ambiguous, so much so that one must t11.in}t: 
Of' guilt and innocence are P11r ... ->,,.,0.,p: ~-.7' ·•'r\ .~..,i pnr """° l_..;- \....-- ._.. '·- .· -- 1 :. i.. .J. ~ :,._ ~' ~ "--- -r::.. • - .. \4'l1at is really 
at issue, according to Dickinson, is 
...... ama ..... ' 
itself': "the di.fference between what is sooken an(i ·tr1i1nt • 
actually takes place" {p. L~l). 
This play examines honor, and Falstaff and Hotspur, 
"although they differ in the value .. ! 1 1..,ne"l P-R c e u oon 1t/ • iii!: 
see it the same in one respect. ''Botr1 conf\1se 1. ts 
and objective aspects, the doer and tr-ic ·e;·2hol<ier, tho action 
and the report. Such honor as F!otsp11r covets, nni-1 :·~n.~:1·~~n.~f 
exploits, is at base self-regarciing" (p. l+4). Final1y·, 
-Dickinson argues that "dut·:r , nee (1S no self-regarding, and 
permits none. Its ultimate demand uoon Q ~nr· ~ 
-4!,A f -t,,_,j, ... to be king is self-sacrifice. 
demand" ( p. 46) • 
.. 
Prince Hal oroves eoual to the • • 
* 
Agreeing that less emphasis be placed upon "character 
criticism,'' another group of critics believes that ttie plaJ'8 
I 
1\ 
I 
I 
I\\ 
.. 
-· 
should be studied as plays, noting theatrical history and 
convention. Arthur Sewell says that "Falstaf'!' is aware of 
" 
his audience, on and o:ff' the stage, and the comic artistry 
is part of' the comic character. 116 The onJ.3° ll:"•, he r:ns is 
within the play, his pleasures purely aesthetic. As u pn~t 
of the play, he was conceived independently of psychological 
motivation, and must not be judged 
We may 
have attitudes towards him or make a judgement on him, but 
only as he is revealed in the drama. The nroblem 
.. 
,..,. . . •. .... ·n o.;;. ""· e 
rejection is that :for the :first time Fals~aff is faced with 
a situation that he "cannot turn to his 
"We are a little ashamed of' ourselves," 
Falstaff we knew has never asked for our pity" (p. )6). At 
this point "we have to treat Falstaf'f - with what loss1 - aa 
a real person" (p. 36). 
A student of' theatrical history, John Russell Brown 
advocates a more caref'ul study of actt~r1J. s :::nFo performance 
and theatrical technique. 
"A drama ought not be lock•? ' nt 
first and f'oremost :from literary perspectives merely because 
it uses words, verbal rhythm, and poo tic image. These can be 
its most memorable parts, it is true, but 
inevitable accompaniments," writes Brown, 
.... he .... n r- r,,. ,,. ... c1 ,. 
V "' J ,._ ·~. ...... . --' • oo!, •• V 
Miller.? And like Arthur Hiller, Brown !'eels thnt a complete 
study oi' a play requires consideration or the n"ull theatr1ca1 
experience, including the management of' time, 
grounds and relationships, and the kind or 'questions' which 
t 
l 
i 
I 
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are asked and answered ea.ch time an actor walks onto the 
stage" (p. 305). This is the case especially in Sha.kespea_re•a 
plays which were written without real concern for pt1blicat1on. 
"He surely cultivated 'literary' qualities in ·::is ·..;~i:-~:-:g, 
but the experience of watching one of his plays in rehearsa1 
demonstrates forcibly how the text is awakened, colored, 
emphasized, extended in performance, in re ln ~= :tr:n :.c v is 11 al 
and temporal elements inherent in 1 t" ( p. 30~;). E3y 
at ''cast-lists, reviews, illustrations, prompt-books, me~oirs, 
etc., 11 one can see the varie-t-.,.r. 01{'"\ ·~nt· t-:..-r,r\·.--.1=-"~ri+~1cn· invr·1v·f'.•·d ..... V .,. ..... -~ - ), -- ... '•-,-~ t ... - ... V ........ ,i. 1!4lu --- ~ 
--~~-· .... • 
u 
• 
Passages in scenes which !T' .. , ... p ,,.., r~ (· -., i.'f' ~ n o·t ...... I_.., .... ' ! .I .. 
... ' 
-~---!' • 
to be. problems at all on the stage. Even mc1re 
rrom Brown's point of view, is that scenes which might seem 
of little literary value may actual1: ... imnortant -drama-.. 
tic value. Brown uses the rebel camp scene (Act - _.. ...... 3 C • 1) 
in Henry IV, Part las an example. It is al.most tota11,, over-.. 
looked as unimportant by literary critics, but found to be one 
of the most "moving" episodes of the entire ;1.n:r on st,age. 
Brown contends that at least a portion of tr;.e nlot and ... ... 
characterization in Shal{espeare' s plays comes through actua1 
stage performance, and how diffcren·t a<~ tc)r~:-: r1ave played a 
specific role could be of great literary value. 
Perhaps one of the best examp1.es of the type or thi.ng 
Brown is talking about can be founci ir1 r:f1 therine Su-rton' s 
1932 article "A Belated Falstafr. 118 
"when Hackett, the most :famed Falstaff of nineteenth-century 
,, 
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America, made his :first London appearance in the part, at the 
Haymarket, Ma.y 13, 1833, he was frankly pu::-: zled by his recep-
tion" {p. 187). It seems the Englisr~ clicl not l:i.l{e 11 the coarse-
ness in his jollity," his 11 devil in the llkeness of e .. :fn: old 
man" interpretation. "The English Fa.ls taff, encourageri b)t" 
Maurice Morgann, had purged., left sae:1,~, ancl was living clean .. 
ly, like the nobleman he was. The ft.mer i c ~1.n 
lived in the old ways ••• He returned once more to London 
in his old boyish excitement and trust. His romantic suc-
cessors, conrronted with this profane vision from the past, 
knew him notn {p. 187). 
In the same year that 't-1organn first published his eaaay, 
an actor named Henderson took over .. • . +. r cr1e n,qrt on l,ne En~~l1sh 
stage. 
as an old knight, bringing back to the part some o~· t11.e rie-
cayed respectability which the st1ccessors of Quin had so 
completely lost. There is a 179S print of :-ier:·:o~"'!30!': as 
Falstaff, showing a rather stout, fine-looking e·cr~ t leman. 
• • Contemporary accounts mal{e clear that he worked wholly away 
from Quin's satiric Falstaff ••• " (188). 
Burton points out that since f.!orga.nn' s essay was not pub--
lished in America, the "American pt1blic seems to have~ romn:..r..od 
unaware that in England Falstaff' had moved into a new epoch or 
his long and varied career" (p. 189). When 
·r1ent to 
England, the English were talking about the English Pals taf .. f 
as f'ollows: 
.. 
! 
.. 
I 
I 
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Elliston's Falstaff'! What a combination of the 
W 1 t t he hum Or i S t t 1r: e• c r, n S 1 J ,;-; ] f' e ,-.-. t.;'j e· 'n ". h f' • , • :"" ~ ""t .. ... J ' l. .... ' ._;i l~ - - ... ·- • '·-~ - . .•. ,,j . .. .J - ' '., • ... ·. ' I ' ... A -- ... . hil h d ~ l ' -.., r .. C < • P O S O P e r an 
-1- t'l e ,,-.. ~, )'"') -- I ('l: 'l''"r' r- Y"' ~. •·. r\ ,, ' • . t ' ., " , ""'" t ', '\"" •-' (11 """ 
- ' . l L, .. ,;_ - .1_' ~.::: J. •' 1,_, -·- . ._, ~ • , .. !...J. ~ • • 1. ;,_. • . .. . . - ,, • ' . ' , ...• " ... 
redeemed the taste of' Fr·:Lrcr, :t:::l - '.:~ 0 , ,-:, ·:,_,:'. • :. :s 
t one s , hi s 1 o o k , o.n ci c '.: :c r J _ n · ,,- ·~ c·. v : ;_ · -- : : : - -:_ · . : . , · :: o 
C Ou 1 d On O CC 
!'.') C' i• -Jn '(l ·i C ,::, r:: ~-\ -> "\ i ,·~" •· 't-~ (", • .,. ,, "'. • ,--, ··, • ... · !:.·.·-.. ? • (_: " 
_ .,, c;_ u ( ~ _._ L..) t_. -·· " L • '- L, .. _ _ . • - _ _ _ _ 
capons, and swallower of sherries; he prv:e :. • . :hat 
he could be a courtier. (r. :: 'i9) 
No wonder Hackett was surprised to read in a morning paper 
arter his perrormance: 
"There was a good deal of jollity 
about him, but withall, coarse. 
Though F'als ta t'f is a humor--
1st, he is a gentleman" {p. 188). 
Another enlightening approach which uses stage knowledge 
.for a base is J. A. Waldock' s "The Men In :~uckrrunn 
1942, 16-23). One o:f the most di:ff'icult scenes to 
.for modern critics is the tavern scene after the Gadshill 
robbery (Act II, scene iv). 
to lle his 
way out of' the situation reach a height of' ab!:J11r 0ii t·; fi!:C 
continually increases the number o:f assailants who took 
, .... e 
" ". 
,,-~.,..·om.·. ~ - ' 
him the king's gold. Many of' the Romct11tic critics insist that 
Falstaff' is actually turning the tables on 
Pains here, that he knows all along that it is t!:ey who 
attacked him. J. D. Wilson even contends that he may ac-
tually wink at the audience during this scone, 
others, 
like Stoll, point out that this explanation does not in::Ucnte 
why he has had his men bloody their own noses and hack ·~heir 
-own swords. Waldock 1 s offers a simple ~. ' . C C"i .• ~ - ... on i.5 • ...;.. l. ;._ ,.,, ;.. · . • 
the dif'f'iculty, as he sees it, lies in 
gression. Could Falstaff' have expected still to be believe·i? 
Could he have remained unconscious o:f the absurdity of what 
.. ~ 
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he was saying there? The answer is no -- ir this were hao-
.. 
pening in real lif'e; but because it is happening in 
and because a Shakespearean play can be of variable texture 
- yes. "The scene rises at this point to a cl~ma..-i:: of what la 
nothing less than vaudeville, that is its quality jus.:; 
Just f'or these f'ew moments the realistic conventions drop 
• 
away: we make a quick re adjustment of at ti t'.1de. • • we ac-
cept the scene as the ultimate burlesque ••• " (p. 21). 
Fals taf':f climbs out of' his normal role and into that of a 
"typical vaudeville comedian." The variation here is a 
variation of' texture says Waldock, and it is a commonplace 
or popular comedy. 
* 
With these new directions in mind, it may be well to 
ask what is F~lstaff today, or rather what has Falstaff 
become? Is he "the most Romantic f'igure in Shakespeare"9 
as H. T. Baker calls:him, the "most notable .figure 
10 comedy" as suggested by John Masefield, or is he 
i~ English 
coward with no principles, "a sissy" by A. S. Pushkin's 11 
standards, a vain dupe who cannot understand ar::rtt:ing but 
his ~n self'-interest as G. F. Bradbyl2 claims? 
The answer as provided by the later twentieth centu.ry 
critics is yes, and no, to all views. Alfrci :-.in::-bap;e calla 
him simply a moral paradox that "tickles and daz::les. "13 
A. R. Humphreys says that his "whole nature is unified 
' 
I 
I 
l 
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paradoxical opposites, so that a man nor more knows where to 
have him than he himselJ' knew where to have the hostess. nl4 
He is, in 
"ambiguous. nl5 
William Empson' s pr-ras iolos:,,., intentionally 
He is part vice 1 -4 11 'l ' 8Jn C p a r ,- C O· t • .r !l· 'r" ' ' ""!'"' n ·, • n S n -•- V .,.,; w·• .. ,....<1r..,.._...,.~ ".JJJ.__..,, •• .. 
buckler.t1 In the history plays he stands for ci.iscirJer, and 
he is also "the scandalo1.1s upper-class man ~ .. rhose behavior 
embarrasses his class and thereby pleases the lo·..1er class in 
the audience," says Empson (p. 78). He is a ?·1ac:11a,;e1.l!.nn 
educator for the prince as well as militantly a.ntipuri ta.n. 
In the end, he is a dangerous ti1rea t tc: t·:-:c Emoson .. 
even sees Falstaff as Shakespeare 1 s "secret rs, ....... - -, ~ st :.__1 f-·--. tl .. ·-.: n · 
aristocratic patrons ••• " (p. 81). Shakespeare co·--1ld 
"identify with a scandalous aristocrat, the sufferings of 
that Character Could be endure r"1 \o11.·t' .. n_. noc1t' 1·.vp ~~··r~nn (.,"' R2) .... .. ...., .... ,I- f .. ....-, -...J ·- ,• \ !'"' • :_ . .,, • 
Even more to the point is Jonas A. Barish's ,;1e· .. .r tr1n.t 
Falsta.ff turns "a searchlight on us, and mai{es ourselves re-
~,,, rl' 
,, ''"' 
veal ourselves as moralists or as ser1t:tn:er:te .. 1.ists. n~· . .l Barish 
believes that Shakespeare intentional.l:r ms.intr .. J.r1:1 n -:ielicate 
balance in the two parts of Henry IV, "between 
rebellion, business and pleasure, sobriety and negligence" 
so that in the last scene we are invited to view the action 
wit~ ''our own deep preferences. 11 "If we ran~~e 0 11rselves ... "_.,_, 
naturally on the side of authority, with its promise of 
order and justice, we will tencl to endc)r1 s e tr1e casting orr 
or the embodiment o:f disorder ••• If, on the ott1er .. r-if'u:J, our 
instincts prompt us to range ourselves more strongly on the 
l 
I 
\ 
i 
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side of :freedom and spontaneity we may tend to remember the 
vitality in Falstaff more than his lawlessness ••• We will 
then f'ind the rejection scene an affront, Hal a preaching 
humbug, and the whole episode a distasteful illust;r~n~~icn of 
the incompatibility of kingship and kindness n ( p. 5 3). 
The new approach is to see Falst . .r1ff as man~r things, a 
conglomeration of ideas. He is in Sen G1.1pt2. 1 :J .... ;or ~s, ngrey 
Iniquity, a clown and a buffoon, but above everytri.ing else 
he is, both in theory and practice, an exponEnt of a ptlilos-
ophy of' li.fe ••• nl7 To thoroughly und.e:cstnr::~ · .. ;hR.t went into 
the making of Sir John, one must know of t·:1eatr .. icFtl tr·u:·::,t:or .. , 
Elizabethan history, religious tradition, theatrical tech-
niques, Shakespeare 1 s use of langue.r'"e, anci even psychology. 
This multiple approach to Fa.lstaff is most 
employed by Derek Travesri in his explication ot.' iie:-~r,~.p . ·i, 
- 18 Part I. He believes that Falstat'~'.·t s role in tr1r, \:·.: i-l\- sr11t'ta 
-
. 
... 
rrom moment to moment, scene His 4-L, Q scene. n ~ :, ~ -- e A. r n.n c e ~ -
associates him with time, or rather disassociates 
time. The "ract that he ignores its call to the exerc ts t) of 
responsible choices implies that he will r1imee:l !' have to be 
repudiated" by the Prince (p. 193). The 
~-1' ·11 i r· ,,_ f"' o "i: 1'· _ o,w a '" * ---. ·4 ... .,.. 
-
. . 
_,,'It,;_._ 
\< represents disorder, and Fals ta.f'f 1 s "shameless, corrt1})'t, a,nd 
ridiculous'' involvement associates r1im more and more 'With 
''misrule. 11 When Hal comments that Falstaff 0 10.r,~1s n tr1e lean 
earth, the image is "appropriate to the incarnation of 'riot', 
open debauchery, and exorbitant 1 misrule 1 (p. 199)." In hia 
' i 
I 
I-
L 
1 · 
i 
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evasion of' the truth when con:fronted in the tavern bv the 
"' 
,I 
Prince and Poins, he represents life and frei>iom, "the 
refusal to be bound bv moral cateP,ories." When ho and Hal 
~. -
play King it is a "mock enthronement of 'misr,_1:e' in 
... ' 
v :1 e 
spirit o.f Carnival (p. 202)." The Prince's com.:-.ents thn.t 
Falsta.f.f is the "roasted Hanningtree ox," "the rever'ond 
Vice," etc., "clearly require for their appreciation a back-
ward glance to the 'morality' tradition" (p. 20)). 
In Act III, scene iii, Falstaff's reminiscence, "I vas 
virtuously given as a gentleman neer1 be; • •• swore little; 
diced not above seven times a week," is obviously a parody ot 
gentility. The last words of' the speech, "Kow I live out. of 
all order, out o.f all compass" brings another trad1.tional 
aspect of' his character to mind, that which. he derives !'rom 
the Vice. 
• • (p. 210)." His de a 1 in. g ... s Wit'- 'n· .... v·n '·· _ i:'I ·.-, 0 S ..,, r. (~, ·~ ~ ...,. V ! L - . I-<-;.• { -~ ... J 4) in 
this same scene bring out his predatory nature, and t1is com-
mentary on "the state of' innocency in which Adam fell" shows 
that there is a Christian tradition in his buc~,v::--o·:nd ns well. 
ln his pretended death and oration on honor near the ond 
of' the play, Falsta.fi' is "a coward who can contemplate his own 
cowardice with detachment ••• (p. 216). 11 
.farewell over the "mock" dead body of his 
The Prince's "rnock" 
obvious f'uture indications as to their relationshio. ?alatarr•a 
• 
stabbing o:f the dead Hotspur ancl ..., . 
0 I "'1 'I n, 
...___ .. - c .... _.._4 .... to the corose is the 
... 
11
.final mani.festation of' the braggart soldier of: theat?·ical 
convention (p. 218)." 
·--
Traversi believes that Falstaf'f' is the connectin~ link 
' ,, 
between two worlds, "the tavern world of comic incident in 
which he is at home and the world of court rhetoric and 
political decision to which he also hes ac 0 ess (p. 194).n 
As well as being "buf'f'on and Vice" he represents cer':n:n 
77 
"valid aspects of' humanity which the public man must exclude 
(p. 194). 11 His intelligence, "his refusal to be fobbed off 
by empty or hypocritical phrases," 
allow him to "transcend" his world of' drama and become a 
"serious conception. 11 (p. 195) 
• 
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The key to Falstaff's success seems to lie in some vast 
grey area, tangible from many dirferent a.nglc,s bt1 t r:o~:. ;,:--. t !, ~e-
ly grasped by any single interpretation. It is involved 
• 
certainly with theatre anc.i the8.~:ricnl. trariiti(:n, bt1t O"r no 
means dependent upon it. The lac~-: of' 
.. 
.,..> t'1 
..... ;J 
the Henry IV plays in the twentieth century 
s. B. Hemingway's arg,.iment tt1at i,:,r1e ·oooi-:: F'e .. l.ste.~f 
lived the stage Falstaff. 19 Co· .. .rarclice, mo!"n:: !. ::.:;, 
to 
r1as OU t-
perspective, parasites, clowns anrl fools, r:~:-t :i 
environment, time and position, i . • . , .r a.n, man.,r otner tninA:s are ~ 
~-d 
wrapped up in the total packa,r:e tr1n t is S i.r John. S tt1riies 
. t th t ith i d,. ~ d .., ., 
. ... ... .·· . i ... 
in O ese aspec S e er n ., Vl U8' "";!"' Q'r' er. I IC~,'~! 'Irr,.."\" n.,...e . . - • "- _.... ..... ,} . ...,_ ' ''--' _... ••. , .. ,, •.... V -•. • ·-' ,." ,} Q .. 
" o.f great importance for they help us to unders tnr1d ·oot:-1 
Falstaff and drama more. The enjo7:rment "7.,1e get from reading 
Falstarf's lines, however, the abilit:r to i,ic:~ .. ~:f:r ~.11tt1 the 
part either positively or negatively does not, in the ~innl 
analysis, really depend upon such studies at all. What 1s 
at the heart of the matter is \·Jhat ·,1e brin~ to the nla~r from ~ 
. -
our own experiences in life. The the 
character Sir John Falstaff cou.ld only come t'rorn tr1e tr1.ottf"s!1ts 
and impressions of an indivicil1til 1·1ho had just read or seen 
the Henry IV plays for the first time with no ::> !' f~ V 10 llS 
• 
• r:now-
ledge of what was to happen. Information f'rom severnl 
individuals would be even better. The Falstaff secret is 
locked in his ability to be universal, tr1is is where the 
Shakespeare genius lies. The central issue does r1ot really 
! ' 
' 
t 
l 
f 
l 
I 
I 
i 
i 
' 
' 
involve itself' with history or time, but rather humanity. 
{And Morgann appears to have been at least essentially 
correct.) At base, it matters not whet'.1er t:1e individual 
t hi d
. th 1 i E·, ~ ' • ' wa c ng or rea 1ng e p ay s an 1.J.. zaoe cr1an 
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century American. Basic human drives have not reall;t cnu.nged 
in·this span of time. 
is his ability to communicate to all men 
intrinsic to human intelligence itself'. 
On. n .. ,la, ,1 . .,.. ls 
not 
whether we think o:f him as a 11 bombard of' sack" or a "cou.rtier.• 
The point is that he makes us think, unlike 5o 
characters that have taken their bows and ti1er: 
• wings. Falsta:f:f has stirred man to search, if 
mq n ''H'' o11 -r .. , .• • f 
.. 
at least f'or a connection between a paper and ink conception 
and other human responses. 
Morgann, Bradley, Stoll, Stewart, Wilson, Barish, are a11 
the same in their belief' that Fals ~ c, '.' f is worth the effort of 
investigation. He is, in aver:/ real sen3e, na:11 th.o 
~ 
the secret of' Sir John is perhaps a secret in all of us. 
... 
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